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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the stained glass windows in the ambulatory of Trinity Chapel at 

Canterbury Cathedral, known as the Miracle Windows, and presents the argument that 

they function as a type of visual miracle collection, one that parallels the textual accounts 

of the miracles posthumously performed by St. Thomas Becket. Case studies of these 

visualized miracle stories will show that the narrative structure deemphasizes the figure 

of the saint, relying instead on the individual who is the recipient of cure.  This new 

narratological approach differentiates the visual miracle collection from the textual 

Miracula, effectively eliminating the notion that the stained glass served as an illustration 

to the text and, instead, suggesting that it served as an additional “text.”  The narrative 

structure also distinguishes the Becket series from the other stained glass adorning 

Canterbury, both biblical and hagiographical.  Finally, because the narratives in the 

Miracle Windows privilege the individual, I suggest that these windows should be 

considered in the context of the cultural development termed the “Discovery of the Self,” 

and will relate the imagery to twelfth- and thirteenth-century texts associated with this 

genre.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

And specially from every shires ende 

Of Engelond to Caunterbury they wende, 

The holy blissful martir for to seeke, 

That hem hath holpen whan that they were seke. 

Bifel that in that seson on a day, 

In Southwerk at the Tabard as I lay 

Redy to wenden on my pilgrimage 

To Caunterbury with ful devout corage, 

At nyght was come into that hostelrye 

Wel nine and twenty in a companye, 

Of sondry folk, by aventure yfalle 

In felawship, and pilgrims were they alle 

That toward Caunterbury wolden ryde.
1
 

 

Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales follows a group of pilgrims traveling on the road to 

Canterbury Cathedral (Figs. 1 & 2).  Comprised of some thirty individuals representing the 

different sectors of medieval society, this assemblage is unified by a shared destination: the 

shrine of St. Thomas Becket.  In this sense, the characters unite and form a single corporate body 

that reflects the binary nature of pilgrimage, an endeavor that is both personal and communal.2  

Chaucer’s text emphasizes this duality, for the narrative is divided into segments that focus on a 

character and provide the reader with an in-depth description of that particular individual.3  

Distinct personalities remain intact even though these characters have banded together in the 

fellowship of pilgrimage.  These distinctions, be they physical attributes or emotional qualities, 

are what define the personae in this late fourteenth-century literary work.  The purpose of this 

thesis is to show that the Miracle Windows at Canterbury Cathedral represent, at a much earlier 

date, the use of a similar narrative device, one that privileges the individual. 

The stained glass windows in the ambulatory of Trinity Chapel at Canterbury Cathedral, 

known as the Miracle Windows, function as a type of visual miracle collection, one that parallels 

                                                 
1 Geoffrey Chaucer, “The Canterbury Tales,” in The Riverside Chaucer, 3rd ed., edited by Larry Dean Benson 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1987). 
 
2 Bonnie Wheeler, “Models of Pilgrimage: From Communitas to Confluence,” in Journal of Ritual Studies 13, no. 2 
(1999): 27-29.   
 
3 An examination of the narrative structure of Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales is beyond the scope of this paper.  
For recent scholarship addressing the topic, see Carolynn Van Dyke, Chaucer’s Agents: Cause and Representation 

in Chaucerian Narrative (Madison, New Jersey: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2005), and Wendy Harding, 
Drama, Narrative and Poetry in the Canterbury Tales (Toulouse: Presses Universitaires du Mirail, 2003).    
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the textual accounts of the miracles posthumously performed by St. Thomas Becket (Fig. 3).  

Recorded by Benedict of Peterborough and William of Canterbury, two monks of Christ Church, 

Canterbury, the Miracula Sancti Thomae Cantuariensis (hereafter referred to as the Miracula) 

probably served as the source of the Miracle Windows.4  As I will show in this thesis, specific 

elements such as narrative structure differentiate the visual from the textual Miracula, effectively 

eliminating the notion that the stained glass served as an illustration to the text and, instead, 

suggesting that the windows functioned as an additional “text.”5 

I argue that the narrative structure in the Miracle Windows relies on the individual and 

that an accurate interpretation of the visual stories requires the association of the stained glass 

with the cultural development termed the “Discovery of the Self.”6  An awareness of one’s inner 

being and the importance of this “self” were first promoted by twelfth-century theologians such 

as Bernard of Clairvaux, John of Salisbury, and Peter Abelard.  This concept of the individual 

continued to influence thirteenth-century culture as evidenced by secular literature, including the 

Lais of Marie de France and Guillaume de Lorris’s Roman de la Rose.  The “Discovery of the 

Self” also affected the visual arts, and I suggest that the Miracle Windows should be considered 

within the context of this cultural development.  Intended to validate Becket’s power, the 

narrative structure in these windows centers on the visual repetition of individuals interacting 

with the saint, their personal relationship with the martyr, and the resulting miracle.  Viewed 

altogether, the lancets form a sacred space that emphasized the miracles of Becket as the means  

                                                 
4  For English translations of the miracle collections, see Edwin A. Abbott, St. Thomas of Canterbury: His Death 

and Miracles, Vol. II (London: A. & C. Black, 1898).  For the original Latin, see Materials for the History of 

Thomas Becket, edited by J.C. Robertson and J.B. Sheppard (London: Longman, 1885), hereafter referred to as 
Materials.  The association between the texts and the stained glass is discussed by Madeline Caviness, The Windows 

of Christ Church Cathedral Canterbury (London: Oxford University Press, 1981), 159.  From page 175 to 214, she 
catalogues each window and determines the textual source for the visual narratives.  
 
5 Madeline Caviness, The Early Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1977), 142.  Rachel Marie Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice: The Making of  
Miracles at Christ Church, Canterbury, 1080-1220” (Ph.D. diss., University of Notre Dame, 2001), 250.  These 
scholars make reference to the differences between the textual Miracula and the Miracle Windows, and suggest that 
the visual stories functioned as an independent miracle collection. 
 
6 Caroline Walker Bynum, Jesus as Mother: Studies in Spirituality of the High Middle Ages (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1982): 82 – 106.  Bynum reexamines Colin Morris’s The Discovery of the Individual, 1050-1200 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972).  She abandons the term “Renaissance of the Twelfth Century” in favor 
of “Discovery of the Self.”  
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by which to attract pilgrims.7  Ultimately, the visual program in the ambulatory of Trinity Chapel 

served to increase the faith of the pilgrims visiting the shrine of St. Thomas Becket and helped 

transform Canterbury into a major pilgrimage site. 

Reading the Miracle Windows requires a multi-disciplinary approach that combines a 

historical study, especially in regards to the “Discovery of the Self,” with medieval theology, 

hagiography, and narratology.  Chapter One of this thesis will include an examination of 

Benedict’s and William’s collections and establish a context for the Miracula by comparing it 

with other miracle collections from the eleventh and twelfth centuries including the Miracles of 

St. James, the Miracles of Sainte Foy, and the Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour.   

As will be examined in Chapter Two, the miracle accounts visually unfold in a sequence 

of stained glass panels.  Much like a book, the Miracle Windows were intended to be read from 

top to bottom and from left to right.   The number of panels in a sequence varies from story to 

story. Some of the miracle accounts, such as the Cure of Juliana of Rochester, are depicted in 

only three scenes.  Others, such as the Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf, are composed 

of as many as nine panels.  Interestingly, there is no correlation between the number of panels 

used to represent a miracle and the length of the corresponding textual account.  Because the 

scenes are presented in the form of stained glass and are therefore visual instead of verbal, the 

essence of each participating character is revealed through imagery.  Singular details identify the 

different figures, such as facial features, style of hair, attire, age, status, emotion, mannerisms, 

disease, interaction with the shrine and saint, and the resulting cure.8  These attributes are the 

only markers that establish the beginning, middle, and end of each miracle story, and therefore I 

suggest the narratives in the Miracle Windows rely on these individuals who are usually the 

recipients of the cures.  

Although the visual stories in the Miracle Windows are based on the Miracula, the text 

was not the source for the windows’ narrative structure.9  When constructing their pictorial 

                                                 
7 Becket was especially significant due to the fact that, prior to his death, the cathedral lacked a major holy relic.   
Canterbury also housed the relics of local saints including the former archbishops Dunstan and Alphege, but these 
saints never achieved the fame of St. Thomas Becket. 
 
8 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 268.  Koopmans writes, “human relationships are often 
indicated visually in the panels.” She also describes how clothing and colors are used to associate panels.  On page 
276 the author states that the miracle itself is a narrative technique, and that the glaziers used expressive human 
figures and faces to exaggerate the suffering before a miracle and the joy after the miracle has occurred. 
 
9 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 159. 
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narrative, the designers also broke away from the chronological, typological, and genealogical 

patterns traditionally used to organize stained glass.10  Chapter Two will also examine how these 

formats were used in other stained glass at Canterbury Cathedral, the biblical and hagiographical 

windows that serve as foils for the Miracle Windows.  These examples emphasize the unique 

approach taken by the glass designers responsible for the Becket series.    

Chapter Three focuses on the concept of the individual, a twelfth-century development 

that impacted medieval society, literature, and visual art.  I suggest that this relatively new 

understanding of individuality shaped the design of the Miracle Windows, and I will consider the 

possible motivations underlying this new form of narrative structure.  The cathedral was a 

monastic house and home to a community of pilgrims, and the relationship between these two 

cultures affected the design of architectural space and any adorning art, including the Miracle 

Windows and their portrayal of St. Thomas Becket.  As will be shown in Chapter One, the 

textual miracle collections were earmarked for a monastic and ecclesiastical audience, and thus 

they construct an image of Becket as defender and savior of the Church.11  The windows in 

Trinity Chapel served as the visual miracle collection and their design was also dictated by the 

monks at Christ Church, but for a different audience, the laity, and for a different purpose, the 

popularization of pilgrimage to Canterbury and the resulting economic benefits.  It is within the 

framework of the windows that Becket adopted a new role as a healer.  In this manifestation, the 

figure of Becket is deemphasized and, instead, the recipient of his blessing takes center stage.12 

 

State of the Literature 

The subject of numerous books and articles, the stained glass at Canterbury Cathedral has 

long been a popular topic for art historians, and yet there are still avenues left to explore.  I hope 

to contribute to the discussion by employing a new approach to the examination of the Miracle 

Windows, one that focuses on the narrative structure in the stained glass.  In this thesis, I will 

apply narratological and theological scholarship to an interpretation of the windows’ visual 

miracle stories. 

                                                 
10 Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 146. 
 
11Slocum, Liturgies in Honor of Thomas Becket, 6-7. 
  
12 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 259. 
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The Windows of Christ Church Cathedral Canterbury, by Madeline H. Caviness, proved 

to be an invaluable source in the development of this thesis.13  A seminal work, the book is a 

monograph that catalogues the stained glass program at Canterbury Cathedral, and it includes a 

substantial section on the Trinity Chapel ambulatory.14  Caviness painstakingly records the size, 

composition, iconography, condition, restoration, style, and date of every existing glass panel.  

She also reconstructs inscriptions and associates the imagery with the textual Miracula.  At an 

earlier date, Caviness published The Early Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathdral, in which she 

discusses the relationship between the textual miracle collections and the Miracle Windows.15  

However, Caviness does not analyze the narrative structure in these windows, nor does she adopt 

other, non-art historical methodologies in her considerations of the stained glass.   

Recent scholarship includes Paul Binski’s discussion of early Gothic art and architecture 

in England, a broad but informative work,16 and an article by Anne F. Harris, who argues that the 

stained glass in Trinity Chapel effectively transformed the environment at Canterbury Cathedral 

from elite to popular.17  Although I agree with some aspects presented in Harris’s article, there 

are specific components to her argument that are problematic, especially her assertion that the 

textual miracle collections were publicly performed for visiting pilgrims.  This issue will be 

discussed and disputed in Chapter Two. 

My examination of the textual miracula, presented in Chapter One, relies on the work of 

Rachel Marie Koopmans, whose dissertation, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice: The 

Making of Miracles at Christ Church, Canterbury, 1080-1220,” examines the miracle collections 

associated with the cathedral and produced by its monastic community.18  This study focuses on 

the textual Miracula, but Koopmans does conclude with a discussion on the Miracle Windows, 
                                                 
13 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 157-214. 
 
14 Bernard Rackham, The Ancient Glass of Canterbury Cathedral  (London: Lund Humphries, 1949).  Rackham was 
among the first to catalogue the stained glass at Canterbury, and his work, like that by Caviness, describes the 
restoration of the stained glass. 
 
15 Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 139-150. 
 
16 Paul Binski, Becket’s Crown: Art and Imagination in Gothic England 1170-1300, published for the Paul Mellon 
Centre for Studies in British Art (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004).   
 
17 Anne F. Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance, and Stained Glass at Canterbury Cathedral,” in Art and Architecture of 

Late Medieval Pilgrimage in Northern Europe and the British Isles, edited by Sarah Blick and Rita Tekippe 
(Leiden: Brill, 2005). 
  
18 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice.” 
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in which she refers to the glass as a collection of pictorial narratives that visualize the miracles 

performed by St. Thomas Becket.  Koopmans, however, does not consider the imagery in the 

context of contemporary ideology, specifically the “Discovery of the Self,” an association that 

will be developed throughout this thesis.  Other historical scholarship on St. Thomas Becket and 

the culture at Canterbury Cathedral includes Richard Gameson’s article on the dissemination of 

Becket’s cult, Diana Webb’s book on pilgrimage to Canterbury Cathedral, and Kay Slocum’s 

study of the liturgies associated with Becket.19   

In terms of applying a multi-disciplinary approach to my interpretation of the visual 

miracle stories,  I referred to Evelyn Birge Vitz’s study on narrative structure in medieval 

literature and Wolfgang Kemp’s examination of the organization of biblical stained glass at 

Chartres Cathedral.20  A similar narratological approach is also employed by art historian 

Cynthia Hahn, whose work primarily focuses on the lives of saints.21  There are several sources   

on the “Discovery of the Self,” including works by Colin Morris, Caroline Walker Bynum, Brian 

Tierney, and Robert Hanning.22  Of these scholars, only Morris and Bynum include the visual 

arts in their discussions on the development of the individual, and yet neither refer to stained 

glass such as the Miracle Windows.  

 

Becket and Canterbury: A Historical Context 

Several events occurred in the latter portion of the twelfth century that affected the 

cathedral ecclesiastically and architecturally.  Born in 1118 to Norman parents, Becket began 

                                                 
19 Richard Gameson, “The Early Imagery of Thomas Becket,” in Pilgrimage: The English Experience from Becket 

to Bunyan, edited by Colin Morris and Peter Roberts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).  Diana Webb, 
Pilgrimage in Medieval England (London and New York: Hambledon and London, 2000).   Kay Slocum, Liturgies 

in Honor of Thomas Becket (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004).  Other Becket scholars include  Frank 
Barlow, Thomas Becket (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986); M.F. Hearn, “Canterbury Cathedral and 
the Cult of Becket,” Art Bulletin 76, no. 1 (1994): 19-52; and Howard Loxton, Pilgrimage to Canterbury (Newton 
Abbot: David and Charles, 1978).   
 
20 Evelyn Birge Vitz, Medieval Narrative and Modern Narratology: Subjects and Objects of Desire (New York: 
New York University Press, 1989).  Wolfgang Kemp, The Narratives of Gothic Stained Glass, translated by 
Caroline Dobson Saltzwedel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). 
 
21 Cynthia Hahn, Portrayed on the Heart: Narrative Effect in Pictorial Lives of Saints from the Tenth through the 

Thirteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001). 
 
22 Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 82-106.  Brian Tierney, Rights, Laws, and Infallibility in Medieval Thought (Brookfield, 
Vermont: Variorium, 1997).  Robert Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth-Century Romance (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1977).  Morris, The Discovery of the Individual. 
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serving the Church by working in the household of Archbishop Theobald.  Becket’s career 

peaked with his consecration as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1162, an appointment that resulted 

from his close relationship with Henry II, King of England.23  This friendship soured, a turn of 

events that led to Becket’s murder by four knights who believed they were following the orders 

of King Henry when they forcibly entered Canterbury Cathedral on December 29, 1170.24  The 

knights demanded that Becket accompany them to the King and, upon his refusal, they murdered 

the archbishop as several monks watched.25  According to John of Salisbury, the knights sliced 

off the top of Becket’s skull and spread his brains over the pavement, mixing blood and bone.26  

Because of the violent nature of his death, Becket was considered a martyr by the monks at 

Christ Church and the English people.  Word of the murder quickly spread throughout the 

country, and people began to flock to the cathedral.  The spilled blood and its association with 

Christ may have been the initial reason for the popularity of Becket’s shrine,27 but tales of the 

many miracles performed by the dead archbishop caused masses of pilgrims to pass through the 

cathedral gates on a daily basis.28  Canterbury Cathedral quickly became a major pilgrimage site, 

and Becket’s increasing popularity resulted in his speedy canonization: an event that took place 

on Ash Wednesday, February 21, 1173, not even three years after the date of the murder.29   

                                                 
23 Michael Staunton, The Lives of Thomas Becket (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001), 194-195.   
 
24 Webb, Pilgrimage in Medieval England, 45.  Also see Loxton, Pilgrimage to Canterbury. 
 
25 Becket was murdered in the northwest transept, now referred to as the Martyrdom.  See Fig. 2.  
 
26 Webb, Pilgrimage in Medieval England, 46. Webb cites Salisbury’s account of the martyrdom.  
 
27 Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance and Stained Glass,” 256. Harris states that five of Becket’s biographers 
emphasize the image of the martyr’s blood and brains and associate them with roses and lilies, a metaphor that 
connects the martyrdom with the Passion.  Also see Jennifer O’Reilly, “’Candidus et Rubicundus’ – an Image of 
Martyrdom in the ‘Lives’ of Thomas Becket,” Analecta Bollandiana 99 (1981): 303-304. 
 
28 John Adair, The Pilgrims’ Way: Shrines and Saints in Britian and Ireland (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978), 
39.  
 
29 Staunton, The Lives of Thomas Becket, 33.  Pope Alexander III announced Becket’s canonization on February 21, 
1173.  See David C. Douglas and George W. Greenaway, eds., English Historical Documents, Vol. II: 1042-1189 
(London: Oxford, 1981), 827. “Alexander, the bishop, servant of the servants of God, to his beloved sons, the prior 
and monks of the church of Canterbury, greeting and apostolic benediction. The whole body of the faithful should 
rejoice at the marvels wrought by that saintly and reverend man, Thomas, your archbishop. But still greater joy and 
exultation should fill the hearts of you, who have again and again witnessed his miracles, and whose church is 
especially honoured by the presence of his most sacred body. Having therefore duly considered the glorious merits 
by which his life was so highly distinguished, the public fame of his miracles and the testimony given to them by 
our beloved sons, Albert, cardinal-priest of St Laurence, and Theodwin, cardinal-priest of St Vitalis, legates of the 
apostolic see, and by many other persons; having, moreover, full confidence in that testimony, and having also taken 
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  The history of Canterbury Cathedral was further shaped, most opportunely, by the fire 

of September 1174,30 which damaged the choir and provided the impetus for a major building 

campaign that included the construction of Trinity Chapel.  Thanks to the writings of Gervase, a 

monk at Christ Church, historians have a fairly concrete notion of the extent to which the fire 

affected the cathedral’s architectural structure.  Gervase describes the event with a particular 

attention to detail, including the date, time, and location of the fire, as well as the public’s 

reaction.31  Before the devastation, the culmination of pilgrimage to Canterbury was the 

cathedral’s crypt, for this was the original location of Becket’s tomb (Fig. 4).32  Trinity Chapel 

was strategically placed over the crypt, which (along with Becket’s relics) survived the fire.33  

The design for the new chapel was shaped by two influences: the architectural aesthetics of the 

French Gothic style that originated at Saint-Denis and the economic benefits of pilgrimage.34  

                                                                                                                                                             
counsel with our brethren in the presence of a large number of clergy and laity, we have on Ash Wednesday lasts 
solemnly canonised the aforesaid archbishop and ordained that he should be numbered in the roll of saintly martyrs. 
We command you and the whole body of the faithful in England by our apostolic authority to observe his feast every 
year on the day on which he ended his life by his glorious passion with due reverence. Since therefore it is fitting 
and highly expedient for you that his sacred body should be buried with the reverence and honour due to it, we 
command you by this our apostolic rescript to hold a solemn procession on some high feast-day when the clergy and 
people are met together, to inter his body devoutly and reverently behind the altar, or to place it in a chest, elevated 
above the altar, whichever be more convenient, and by devout supplication to God to obtain his intercession for the 
salvation of the faithful and the peace of the universal Church. Given at Segni, 12 March.” 
 
30 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 233.  Koopmans translates Gervase’s account of the fire 
that occurred on September 5, 1174. 
 
31 Teresa Grace Frisch, Gothic Art 1140-c1450: Sources and Documents (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1997), 15-16.   Frisch translates Gervase, who writes: “Now the manner of the burning and repair was as follows.  In 
the aforesaid year, on the nones of September, at about the ninth hour, and during an extraordinarily violent south 
wind, a fire broke out before the gate of the church, and outside the walls of the monastery, by which three cottages 
were half destroyed.  From thence, while the citizens were assembling and subduing the fire, cinders and sparks 
carried aloft by the high wind, were deposited upon the church, and being driven by the fury of the wind between the 
joints of the lead, remained there amongst the half rotten planks, and shortly growing with increasing heat, set fire to 
the rotten rafters; from these the fire was communicated to the larger beams and their braces, no one yet perceiving 
or helping . . . . Thus, the raging wind, finding a freer entrance, increased the fury of the fire; and the flames 
beginning to shew themselves, a cry arose in the church-yard: “See! See! the church is on fire.”  Then the people and 
the monks assemble in haste, they draw water, they brandish their hatchets, they run up the stairs, full of eagerness 
to save the church, already, alas! beyond their help.”  

 
32 Hearn, “Canterbury Cathedral and the Cult of Becket,” 19-52. 
 
33 Tim Tatton-Brown, “Canterbury and Pilgrimage Shrine Architecture in England,” in Pilgrimage: The English 

Experience from Becket to Bunyan, edited by Colin Morris and Peter Roberts (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002), 96. 
 
34 Binski, Becket’s Crown, 19-20.  Binski associates Trinity Chapel with St. Denis.  Also see Koopmans, “Dispute, 
Control and the Individual Voice,” 250, and Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 144.  For the impact of pilgrimage 
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The monks of Christ Church apparently took advantage of the occasion to rebuild and designed a 

structure worthy of their increasingly famous saint, undoubtedly recognizing the cathedral’s 

potential to become one of Christianity’s most significant pilgrimage sites and England’s 

equivalent of Rome, Jerusalem, or Santiago de Compostela.  The space and its stained glass 

functioned as a type of reliquary housing the cathedral’s new and most precious relic: the body 

of Thomas Becket.35   

The architecture of Trinity Chapel, the walls and vaults, was completed some time during 

1184, but it took almost twenty years before the space was adorned with stained glass.36  The 

installation of the ambulatory windows began in 1200, halted in 1206 or 1207 when the monks 

of Christ Church were exiled, and resumed in 1213.37  The stained glass was finished by the time 

of the Translation on July 7, 1220.38  Upon its completion, the glazing program in the 

ambulatory of Trinity Chapel would have included twelve lancet windows, six on the north side 

of the chapel and six on the south (Appendix A).  The series most likely began on the northwes

side of the chapel where there were two windows depicting events from the life of Thomas 

Becket.

t 

which depicted the  

                                                                                                                              

39  These lancets, now lost, originally functioned as a prologue to the remaining ten, 

                               
n the economy at Canterbury, see Benjamin John Nilson, Cathedral Shrines of Medieval England (Rochester: 

ve Design in the Stained Glass 

indows of the Ste.-Chapelle in Paris (Ph.d. dissertation, Bryn Mawr College, 1994).   Also refer to Jordan’s book, 
elle (Belgium: Brepols, 2002). 

 

hurch, 164.  
 scholars concur that the glazing resumed in 1213.  As noted by Harris, the fact that the monks’ exile disrupted 

 

 

n, 

o
Boydell Press, 1998). 
 
35 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 160. Caviness describes Trinity Chapel as a life-size reliquary and 
states that it is a precursor to Sainte-Chapelle in Paris.  See Alyce A. Jordan, Narrati

W

Visualizing Kingship in the Windows at Sainte-Chap

 
36 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 158.   
 
37 Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance and Stained Glass,” 253.  Harris states the glazing program halted in 1206.  
According to Harris, the exile was caused by a dispute over the election of the next archbishop of Canterbury (after
the death of Archbishop Hubert Walter in July of 1205).  The monastic community, King John, and Pope Innocent 
III each had their own candidate.  The pope consecrated his man, Stephen Langton.  In retaliation, the King barred 
Langton from entering England, and the pope responded by putting the entire country of England under interdict.  
Because the monks of Christ Church had accepted Langton, the king sent them into exile in France from 1206 until 
1213.  According to Caviness, the stained glass program halted in 1207. See The Windows of Christ C

Both
the glazing program indicates the significant role they played in the design of the Miracle Windows. 
   
38 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 164. Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 245. 
  
39 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 158.  Only one panel from the hagiographic windows exists and is held
in the collection at the Fogg Museum at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachusetts.  This panel was once part 
of the second window on the northwest side of the chapel (see Appendix A, window n.VI).  Caviness describes the 
Life windows as a prologue to the Miracle Windows.  Other scholars, including Tim Tatton-Brown and M.F. Hear
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stories of miracles attributed to the saint after his death.40  The Miracle Windows no longer 

appear as they did in the thirteenth century, and problems arise when examining the glass.  Some 

of the original windows are no longer at Canterbury, panels have been moved within the 

cathedral, and there has been much restoration to those that remain in the ambulatory. Of the ten 

original windows, only seven retain medieval glass and the other three are comprised of 

replacement glass and plain quarries (Appendix B).41  This paper will examine the narratives 

represented in the extant medieval glass.42  Although these panels have undergone a fair amount 

of restoration and replacement, drawings and other documents pre-dating the various periods of 

restoration show that the narratives remain intact even where segments of glass have been 

replaced or repaired..  Forty-two miracle stories are represented in the extant figured panels, and 

these visual narratives are based on the textual accounts of Becket’s miracles (Appendix C).43  

                                                                                                                                                             
attempt to reconstruct the path taken by the pilgrims who visited Canterbury Cathedral after the murder of Thomas 
Becket.  See Hearn, “Canterbury Cathedral and the Cult of Becket,” 44-45, and Tatton-Brown, “Canterbury and 
Pilgrimage Shrine Architecture,” 102-107.  While I agree with much of these two studies, I do dispute one segment 
of Hearn’s route (Fig. 5).  Hearn proposes that after the Translation in 1220, pilgrims entered the cathedral from the 
west end and progressed up the south aisle of the nave.  They crossed over to the north side to enter the site of the 
martyrdom, descending into the crypt to see the original placement of Becket’s tomb.  They circled to the south side 
of the crypt, ascended into the south aisle of the choir and presbytery, and walked up the south steps to enter Trinity 
Chapel.  Hearn argues that the pilgrims progressed through the chapel from the south and then crossed over the 
western end of the chapel, passing in front of Becket’s new shrine.39  I propose an alternative route based on the fact 
that the two Becket Life windows were located in the northwest end of Trinity Chapel, where they served as an 
introduction to the Miracle Windows.  It seems more likely that pilgrims ascended the south steps and immediately 
crossed the west end of the chapel.  This way, the shrine was the first stop on their route through Trinity Chapel, 
after which they arrived in front of the Life windows, circumnavigated the chapel to view the Miracle Windows, and 
exited by way of the south steps.  My visit to Canterbury Cathedral prompted a reconsideration of Hearn’s proposed 
route.  Also see Gameson, The Early Imagery, 72, who also states that the series began with the two Life windows.  
   
40 Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 148. 
 
41 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 203 - 204.  Windows s:V, s:III, and s:IV have little or no antique glass 
with window s:IV containing only two figured panels that, while once considered original, are now known to be the 
creations of Samuel Caldwell, Jr., who restored the stained glass during the 1920s.  Caviness considers the armature 
of s:IV original and describes the window, stating: “It is presently glazed with plain quarries, with the exception of 
six panels of border . . ., two rosettes and five demi-rosettes, and two figured panels.”  Also see Koopmans, 251.  
 
42 Ibid., 200.  Caviness notes that there was greater destruction on the south side, and that the remaining medieval 
glass has moved about.  “The windows on the south side, at all levels, have suffered more than those on the north . . 
. .  The north was protected by the adjacent monastic buildings.  However, the original order of the glass on the 
south side was also very much disturbed in the course of the eighteenth- or early nineteenth-century restorations.” 
The windows that will be examined in this thesis include n:V, n:IV, n:III, n:II, s:VII, s:VI, and s:II.  See Appendix A 
for location in Trinity Chapel.  See Appendix B for armature and restoration.  
 
43 Ibid., 158.  Abbott, St. Thomas of Canterbury, Vol. II, 223-273. 
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As will be discussed in Chapter One, the designers of the stained glass seemed to prefer 

Benedict’s miracle collection. 

Audience and Reception 

The design of the Miracle Windows specifically addressed an audience of pilgrims, for 

the narratives depicted within the framework of the stained glass validated the power of St. 

Thomas by serving as visual proof of his ability to perform miracles.  The case studies pres

in Chapter Two will show that, although the characters and scenes change, each visual story

includes the same basic components: a main character who is the recipient of the miracle, 

Becket’s ability to heal, and the replacement of the figure of the saint with an image of the 

tomb.   In combination, these components construct visual stories that privilege the individual 

receiving the blessing over the figure of the saint actually responsible for the miracle.  Thu

windows could intensify the faith of the medieval pilgrim, leading to greater numbers of pilg

visiting Canterbury Cathedral and increased wealth for the cathedral.   By examining the 

concept of the individual, a twelfth-century development, one can begin to understand why 

contemporary viewers would have considered the figures depicted in the Miracle Windows as 

mirrors of themselves.   The design and creation of the Miracle Windows began at the time 

when this concept of the self and an individual-centered view of reality were well-formed with

the consciousness of medieval man, and specifically the Christian pilgrim.  Like the pilgrims 

who band together in The Canterbury Tales, the medieval men and women who journeyed to 

Canterbury became members of a larger community, for the act of pilgrimage was, on one level, 

a social experience. But, ultimately, pilgrimage was an individual experience that integrated the 

physical, such as contact with a relic, and the spiritual, including devotions and the remission of 

sin by means of prayers and indulgences.  In increasing numbers pilgrims flocked to Cant

Cathedral to ex

ented 

 

s, the 

rims 

in 

erbury 

perience Becket and witness the miracles visualized in the stained glass in Trinity 

                                                

44

45

46

 
44 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 265. 
 
45 Sarah Crewe, Stained Glass in England, circa 1180-1540 (London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1987), 31-
37.  Frank Barlow, Thomas Becket (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), 271, discusses the economic 
impact of pilgrimage on Canterbury Cathedral: “The monks of Canterbury, already undisciplined, were corrupted by 
the new wealth brought by the pilgrims. . .” 
 
46 Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth-Century Romance, 2.  According to Hanning, the development of the 
individual was reflected in both art and literature:  “In the twelfth century there emerged a new consciousness of the 
self and recognition of the importance and distinctiveness of the individual, marking a significant departure from the 
group and typological thought of the early Middle Ages.  Men began to develop a sense of individual reality and to 
appreciate the dignity and worth of individual human personality.” 
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Chapel.  These images represented the promise of both physical restoration and spiritual 

salvation.        



CHAPTER ONE 

TEXT: THE MIRACULA SANCTI THOMAE CANTAURENSIS 

 

Thomas shines with new miracles, 

endows with male parts those who are castrated, 

provides vision to those deprived of eyes. 

Cleans those spattered with the spots of leprosy, 

loosens those bound with the chains of death.
1
 

 

The memory of Becket clearly resonated with his contemporaries, so much so that at least 

fifteen texts about the martyred archbishop were written shortly after his death.2  Hagiographic 

writing typically falls into one of two categories, either Lives or miracle collections (also 

referred to as miracula).3  The majority of the Becket texts are Lives that chronicle his personal 

history and professional career, including his dispute with the Crown, his exile to France, and 

eventual return to England.  These texts conclude with the gory events of his martyrdom.  

Several of the authors knew Becket personally, and their accounts provide modern scholars with 

a unique type of hagiography that avoids exaggeration and instead attempts historical accuracy.4  

Other authors followed the traditional route of hagiography and wrote in response to particular 

biases, preferring embellishment over authenticity.5  Considered altogether, the Becket Lives 

                                                 
1 Andrew Hughes, “Chants in the Rhymed Office of St. Thomas of Canterbury,” Early Music 16, no. 2 (1988): 194.  
Hughes states that Benedict of Peterborough wrote the chants in the Office of St. Thomas of Canterbury. See page 
185. 
 
2Staunton, The Lives of Thomas Becket, 4, mentions that St. Thomas was the subject of an unusual number of Lives, 
all of which were rapidly produced.  Also see Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance and Stained Glass,” 7.   
 
3 The term miracle collection and miracula are used interchangeably.  Ashley and Sheingorn, Writing Faith, 2, give 
the etymology of the term “hagiography,” which combines the Greek hagios (holy) with graphia (writings).  The 
authors explain how these texts functioned in the Middle Ages, stating that they were usually used in Christian 
worship.  Also refer to Marcus Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour: Analysis and Translation.   
(Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1999), 8-9.  Bull describes the functions of miracle collections.  He states that 
sometimes a few miracles are placed at the conclusion of a text where they serve as a type of epilogue and reinforce 
the larger biographical portion of hagiographic texts. Another category is what Bull describes as a free-standing 
collection with accounts of posthumous miracles.  These texts are more than addenda to saints’ lives, and are in fact 
their own type of literary form.   
 
4 Authors including John of Salisbury and William Fitzstephen were close to Becket and wrote Lives of this type. 
Staunton, The Lives of Thomas Becket, 5.  
  
5 Ibid.   
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cover a broad spectrum in terms of quality of writing, hyperbole, bias, and veracity.6  Only two 

of the fifteen extant texts can be considered miracle collections and, as previously mentioned, 

these were produced by different authors, Benedict of Peterborough and William of Canterbury.7  

The two collections within the Miracula seem to have been considered and used by the monks at 

Christ Church as separate texts with William’s as the official collection that was given to King 

Henry II and Benedict’s as the version that was the preferred source for the stories visualized in 

the Miracle Windows.8  Historical documents indicate Benedict’s text was favored in situations 

that addressed broader audiences, for the monks of Christ Church sent copies of his collection to 

other monastic houses, spreading the word of the miracles performed by their late archbishop 

and thereby assisting in the establishment and celebrity of this relatively new cult.9   

There are not only two types of hagiographic texts (vitae and miraculae) but two types of 

miracle collections: an addendum type and a “free-standing” literary form.10  While William’s 

                                                 
6 The historical veracity of miracula is an issue addressed by scholars including Bull, Ashley, Sheingorn, and 
Jennifer M. Lee, “Searching for Signs: Pilgrims’ Identity and Experience Made Visible in the Miracula Sancti 

Thomae Cantauriensis,” in Art and Architecture of Late Medieval Pilgrimage in Northern Europe and the British 

Isles, edited by Sarah Blick and Rita Tekippe (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 477-478.  Lee provides an overview of 
scholarship on the problems of using miracle stories as historical sources, stating that “medieval miracles reside at 
the intersection between solid fact and narrative fiction.”  For the purpose of this thesis, the Miracula will be 
understood as such.   
 
7 Staunton, The Lives o f Thomas Becket,  6-11. Also see Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance and Stained Glass, 248-
249.  These scholars provide a list of the biographers and their Lives. Medieval authors include Edward Grim, a 
witness to Becket’s murder who wrote from 1171-1172 and provides information regarding Becket’s years leading 
up to the archbishopship, his dispute with the King and exile, his return to Canterbury and murder. John of Salisbury 
wrote from 1173 to 1176, was a close ally to Becket, and became archbishop of Chartres in 1176.  The Lambeth 
Anonymous or Anonymous II dates to 1172 or 1173, and is an unusual work that Staunton describes as “thin on 
detail” but with a “strong grasp of the issues” especially regarding canon law. It is also unusual in that the text 
includes some criticism of Becket, a tactic not commonly employed in hagiography. Other twelfth-century texts 
include those by Benedict of Peterborough, William of Canterbury, William Fitzstephen, Garnier of Pont-Sainte-
Maxence, Alan of Tewksbury, Roger of Pontigny (also known as Anonymous I), the Lansdowne Anonymous 
(Anonymous III), Summa Causae inter regem et Thomam, Herbert of Bosham, and the Icelandic Saga. 
 
8 Monks commonly participated in the architectural process and probably were involved in the rebuilding and 
adornment of Trinity Chapel.  See David Knowles, “The Cultural Influence of English Medieval Monasticism,” 
Cambridge Historical Journal 7, no. 3 (1943):157-158.  Knowles describes medieval monks as “corporate bodies” 
that have the power to make architectural decisions. 
 
9 Benedict’s collection was sent to the monks at Igny by Odo, a former prior of Christ Church.  See Koopmans, 
“Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice, 148.  “I send to you the book of miracles of the blessed martyr Thomas, 
miracles which you will know to have been tried and examined, such that nothing is mixed with them which might 
be liable to falsify.” Koopmans, 156, also notes that there are more extant copies of Benedict’s text, indicating that 
many were sent out. 
   
10 Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour, 8.  Bull delineates these two types of miracle collections by 
contrasting the Life of St. Stephen of Obazine with the Rocamadour collection.  Bull describes the first type, 
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text includes a preface with summaries of Becket’s life and martyrdom, neither it nor Benedict’s 

text functions as an addendum miracula.11  They are, instead, free-standing miracle collections 

that are also independent of each other.  There are “parallel” miracle stories, but there are also 

many accounts only recorded by one of the two authors.12  Combined, these two texts form an 

extraordinarily vast collection of more than 700 miracle stories.13  This multitude indicates that 

the Miracula served a unique purpose.  Unlike most hagiographic writing, these stories do not 

present examples of a virtuous life, nor do they focus on the martyrdom.  One may also conclude 

that initiation of the canonization process was not the sole purpose of the Miracula, for the 

collections continued even after Becket was canonized by Pope Alexander in 1173.14  The tomes 

are too large for liturgical use and their size eliminates the notion that they served as propaganda.  

Although questions remain as to why the Miracula was created, clearly it played a significant 

role in the monastic community at Canterbury.15   

 

Comparable Texts 

The Becket Miracula is one of many miracle collections produced in Western Europe 

during the eleventh and twelfth centuries.  Similar texts include the Miracles of Our Lady of 

Rocamadour, the Miracles of Saint James, and the Liber miraculorum sancte Fidis (the Miracles 

                                                                                                                                                             
exemplified by the Life of St. Stephen, as an addendum.  He states the first two of the three books in this text deal 
with the life of the saint, and the final third “moves from an account of its principal’s death and burial to a 
description of various miracles that took place in the following decades. The miracles serve to reinforce the message 
of what may loosely be termed ‘biographical’ record, which accounts for the majority of the text as a whole.”  Bull 
considers the second type of miracula (the “free-standing collections of posthumous miracles”) a form of literature 
that is a more prestigious type of writing than the addendum miracle stories. 
 
11 Ibid., 8.   
 
12 Ibid., 52.   
 
13Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 137 – 138. Also see R.W. Southern, The Making of the 

Middle Ages (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953), 255. 
 
14 Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour, 53.  Also see Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual 
Voice,” 199.   
 
15 Slocum, Liturgies in Honor of Thomas Becket, 4-7 and 136-137.  Also see Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of 

Rocamadour,” 53.  Bull suggests that Benedict’s and William’s miracle collections effectively healed and reunited a 
monastic community that had been torn apart by Becket’s murder, and that this may have been the reasoning behind 
the Miracula.  In their discussion on the Miracles of Sainte Foy, Kathleen Ashley and Pamela Sheingorn examine 
the internal purpose of miracula, and how they were crucial to monastic communities.  See Writing Faith, Chapter 
Three. 
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of Sainte Foy). 16  While these examples are textually comparable to the Miracula, they were 

never visually appropriated on a scale as grand as the Miracle Windows.17  Like the texts 

referenced in this chapter, the Miracula was produced by a religious institution and possibly in 

response to external forces.  All of these collections exemplify the fact that within medieval 

monastic communities there was an interrelationship between the internal and external, for they 

were internally produced (meaning that they were written by members of monastic or religious 

communities) but they were a response to external forces (social, political, ecclesiastical, and 

economic).18 

Historian Marcus Bull’s The Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour provides a thorough 

examination of this collection, which was written between 1172 and 1173 and is contemporary 

with the Miracula.  Divided into three books, the collection includes 126 miracle stories 

attributed to the Virgin Mary, whom the monks possessively referred to as “Our Lady of 

Rocamadour” even though their church did not house any Marian relics.19  Of particular note is 

the fact that the text was a communal rather than an individual project.  Rocamadour was home 

to only a dozen monks, and it appears that all were involved in the production of this miracle  

collection20  In his examination, Bull suggests that the monks produced this collection to 

distinguish themselves from other institutions.21  Because of their rivalry with other monasteries 

                                                 
16 Other scholars have compared these same texts, with the exclusion of the St. James miracle collection.  Lee and 
Bull compare the Liber miraculorum sancte Fidis, the Becket Miracula, and the Miracles of Our Lady of 
Rocamadour.  See Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour, 43-55, and Lee, “Searching for Signs,” pp. 477-
478.  I suggest that the Miracles of Saint James should be included, for it is contemporary with the Miracula (dating 
to some time between 1140 and 1172), it includes twenty-two narratives of posthumous miracles, and it was 
probably written by a member of the religious community at Santiago de Compostela.  The Miracles of Saint James 
are part of a larger work, the Liber Sancti Jacobi, a compilation that includes a preface, addenda, and five texts: 
liturgy for the feasts of St. James with accompanying music, the miracles of Saint James, the translatio, the Pseudo-
Turpin, and the Pilgrim’s Guide.   A later group of miracles are included as part of the addenda.  
 
17 Posthumous miracles were rarely the subject of pictorial narratives.  See Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the 
Individual Voice,” 249.  
 
18 Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour, 63, states that the monastic community was reacting to pressures 
from the outside world.   
 
19 Ibid., 40.  There is a wooden statue of the Virgin and Child at Rocamadour.  However, Bull states that it is unclear 
whether this object existed at the time the miracle collection was written.  Also see page 74. 
 
20 Ibid., 27.  
 
21 Ibid., 69. There was a unique relationship between Rocamadour and the monastery of Obazine that, while it could 
be described as competitive, would also have been mutually beneficial. 
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and their small size, the monks at Rocamadour needed to establish an identity that would attract 

pilgrims and elevate the community’s status and, of course, bring economic benefits.   

Like the text produced at Rocamadour, the St. James miracle collection is most likely the 

work of several authors.22  Unlike the other texts examined in this chapter, it is part of a larger 

work, the Liber Sancti Jacobi.  This compilation includes a preface, addenda, and five texts 

including the liturgy for the feasts of St. James with accompanying music, the Miracles of Saint 

James, the translation, the Pseudo-Turpin, and the Pilgrim’s Guide.23  Thomas F. Coffey, Linda 

Kay Davidson, and Maryjane Dunn address the various opinions regarding the purpose of the 

Liber Sancti Jacobi, stating that the possibilities include a didactic function (specifically the 

proper worship of the saint), a political function, and promotion of pilgrimage to Compostela.24  

The section with the Miracles of Saint James includes twenty-two stories, a small number when 

compared with the 712 narratives recorded by Benedict and William.25  Yet, like the Miracula, 

this collection describes miracles that occurred away from the saint’s tomb.  Although the 

miracles of Becket and James are geographically dispersed, it is important to note that the 

accounts of these events, be they textual or visual, stress the importance of pilgrimage to the 

tomb, either as a means by which to receive a blessing or as a way to pay homage to the saint 

after the gift of a cure.26   

The third and final comparable text is the collection of miracles attributed to Sainte Foy.  

Although the earliest of the three, dating to the first half of the eleventh century, the text is 

                                                 
22 Thomas F. Coffey, Linda Kay Davidson, and Maryjane Dunn, The Miracles of Saint James: Translations from the 

Liber Sancti Jacobi (New York: Italica Press, 1996), 34.  The authors state that the five books each have a very 
different focus and were probably written by different people at different times, between 1140 and 1172.  Questions 
remain as to who the original authors were and who first compiled the five books, but scholars do know that the 
compilation was copied by a monk, Arnaud du Mont from Ripoll, who came to Compostela in 1172 for that sole 
purpose.  
 
23 Ibid., 34. 
 
24 Ibid., 35. 
 
25 Ibid., 46.  The reference to twenty-two miracle stories does not include the miracles in the addenda. 
 
26 Ibid.  The authors write that St. James’ miracles were not geographically constrained, and that he cured his 
faithful regardless of their location.  The recorded miracles are connected with pilgrimage, for they occur prior to or 
following a visit to Santiago de Compostela.  I suggest that this is what makes the St. James miracle collection akin 
to the Becket miracle collection. 
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probably the closest in type to the Miracula.
27

  The primary author of this miracle collection is 

Bernard of Angers, a student of the cathedral school at Chartres who came to Conques after 

hearing of the many miracles allegedly performed by Sainte Foy. 28  In his prologue, Bernard 

writes that he was asked to record these miracles and, as William and Benedict did at 

Canterbury, he interviewed witnesses and determined which miracles were worthy of 

documentation.29  In this sense, even though he himself does not witness the events, Bernard 

served as an authenticator of the miracles attributed to Sainte Foy.  It is Bernard’s authorial style 

and his attention to detail that set this text apart from the Saint James and Rocamadour 

collections.  His “gratuitous” details flesh out characters and construct space.30  These effects 

develop a complex narrative approach similar to that taken by the authors of the Miracula, and 

their inclusion indicates that all of these texts were intended for an educated reader, a member of 

the literary elite.  There are, however, some significant differences between Bernard’s texts and 

the Becket Miracula, specifically the fact that Bernard constructs what Ashley and Sheingorn 

term an autobiographical type of text that focuses on a relationship between the author, Bernard 

of Angers, and the recipient of the miracle.31  In contrast, the Miracula shifts the focus away 

from the author.  The Becket miracle stories, especially those written by Benedict of 

Peterborough, instead stress the relationship between the saint and the recipient of the cure by 

repeatedly referencing expressions of faith.32  The Miracle Windows achieve this effect to an 

even greater extent, effectively eliminating the presence of an author and emphasizing the 

interpersonal relationship between saint and the recipient. 

                                                 
27 Lee, “Searching for Signs,” 476.  Lee also compares the St. Foy miracle collection with the Miracula.  She states 
that the authorial methods were the same, and that the authors of these collections took notes on parchment and then 
“fleshed” these out at a later date. 
 
28 Ashley and Sheingorn, Writing Faith, 22.  The Liber miraculorum sancte Fidis is divided into four books.  The 
first two books were written by an individual author, Bernard of Angers; books three and four were written by 
monks at Conques. 
 
29 Ibid., 6.  Bernard describes how he expanded the notes from interviews into prose narratives. 
 
30 Ibid., 28.  The authors use the term “gratuitous” and describe Bernard’s gift for constructing time and place, his 
attention to detail, and how his writing is “almost novelistic in technique.”  See page 29 and 30 for a discussion of 
Bernard’s creation of characters.  
 
31 Ibid., 39-45. 
 
32 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 168. 
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The Becket Miracula     

 Prior to the construction of Trinity Chapel and the creation of the Miracle Windows, 

Becket’s relics were interred within a tomb placed in the cathedral’s original crypt.  At first the 

monks of Christ Church strove to keep the cathedral closed to the public in the hopes that they 

could mourn the loss of their archbishop in peace, but maintaining a quiet and a somber 

atmosphere proved to be impossible as word of Becket’s miracles quickly spread and led to an 

influx of the sick and poor.33  According to Becket’s friend and peer John of Salisbury, miracles 

began to occur shortly after the martyrdom.34  While these early miracles did not take place 

within the cathedral precinct, much less at the site of the tomb, they triggered a massive 

pilgrimage movement that quickly caught the attention of the monks at Christ Church.35  

Pilgrims flocked to Canterbury, many of them arriving at the cathedral having already 

encountered the soon-to-be saint in a vision, through prayer, or in the form of a cure.  Others 

arrived with the hope that by seeing the tomb, reaching through one of its four portholes and 

physically encountering their beloved archbishop, they would receive the blessing of a cure.   

Benedict of Peterborough was the first person to become registrar.36  A monk at Christ  

Church, he later became prior of Canterbury Cathedral and abbot of Peterborough.37  Benedict 

began his miracle collection in early 1171, only a few months after the murder, and his prologue 

indicates that the monks at Christ Church saw the need for a custodian to oversee the shrine.  He 

                                                 
33 Barlow, Thomas Becket, 265.  The cathedral was closed to the public from the time of Becket’s murder in 
December 1170 until Easter Sunday on March 28, 1171.  
 
34 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 137.  She quotes John of Salisbury, who wrote that 
Thomas Becket’s miracles were “already widely known and common knowledge throughout the whole Latin world 
from the telling of many.” See the Letters of John of Salisbury, vol. II, ed. by W.J. Millor and C.N.L. Brook 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979), 726.  
 
35 Barlow, Thomas Becket, 265 - 266.  Barlow describes the first two miracles attributed to Becket: the restoration of 
sight to Britheva and the recovery of William of London’s speech.  Barlow states that Benedict only recorded three 
more cures until the church reopened to the public on Easter Sunday, March 28, 1171, and the crypt reopened to 
pilgrims on April 2, 1171.  Even though only these few miracles were recorded, Benedict mentions that there was 
word of numerous such events occurring in such far off locales as West Yorkshire, Kent, Sussex, Surrey, Essex, 
Berkshire, and Gloucestershire.  Barlow suggests that as word of these miracles arrived in Canterbury, the monks at 
Christ Church wisely decided to appoint Benedict the task of validating and recording the pilgrims’ accounts.  Also 
refer to Benedicta Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind: Theory, Record and Event 1000-1215 (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), 89. 
 
36 Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind, 90.   
 
37 Staunton, The Lives of Thomas Becket, 8.  Benedict was appointed prior in 1175 and abbot in 1177. He died in 
1193. 
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writes that he undertook the assignment “because the brothers so wished and instructed.”38  

Benedict’s job was to manage the crowds while also recording any miracles that were either 

physically witnessed or verbally relayed.  Subsequent to his appointment at Canterbury, Benedict 

sat in the cathedral crypt day after day, serving as a liaison between the monastic community and 

the general populace.  When the numbers of pilgrims continued to increase, William of 

Canterbury (also a monk at Christ Church) was given the task of assisting Benedict.39  Regarding 

his motivations, William writes:  “When he was asked by the brothers to set forth his miracles 

worthy of transcription, which he concealed in imperfect and incorrect notes, it was said to him 

in a nightly vision, ‘Choose for yourself what you will.’”40  William began composing the 

second miracle collection, and scholars note that these two men, while spiritual brothers, took 

very different approaches to the same task.41 

 

The Authors: Benedict of Peterborough and William of Canterbury 

As the first registrar, Benedict paid special attention to proving the miracle stories, and 

his text includes frequent references to eyewitness accounts and other evidence.  In the case of 

Salerna of Ifield, a distraught girl who threw herself into a well where she met and was saved by 

Becket, Benedict assures the reader that this is a true story.  He writes: “This I have confidently 

set forth among the other wonderful signs of the Martyr, being certified by the testimony of no 

others than the girl herself, and her parents, and the neighbors, men of worth and credit.  For with  

                                                 
38 Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour, 52.  Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind, 90. 
 
39 An exact date for the commencement of William’s collection is undetermined but seems to have occurred 
sometime during 1172 or 1173; see Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance and Stained Glass,” 250, and Lee, “Searching 
for Signs,” 476.  Both scholars give a date of 1172.  Caviness writes that both miracle collections began some time 
between 1171 and 1174, The Early Stained Glass, 146, and Koopmans writes that William began recording miracles 
in 1173.  See Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 137.   
 
40 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 150.  William writes in his prologue: “Nam cum 
miracula ejus, quae in schedules occultabat incorrecta et imperfecta, rogaretur a fratribus exponere transcribenda, ait 
ei in visu noctis, ‘Elige tibi quod vis.’”  Also see Abbott, St. Thomas of Canterbury, Vol. II, 229-230. 
 
41 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 138 – 158.  Koopmans distinguishes the two authors of 
the Becket Miracula, describing Benedict as an authenticator and William as more of a compiler.  This distinction is 
also noted by Abbott, St. Thomas of Canterbury, 256-257.  Other scholars state that both men served both roles (see 
Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance and Stained Glass,” 249-250), but Koopmans presents a more thorough 
investigation of the two texts. Furthermore, she examines them in the context of other miracle collections produced 
earlier by the monks of Christ Church, specifically those associated with Dunstan and Anselm.   
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their own eyes they saw the works of the Lord and His wonders in the deep.”42   Throughout his 

collection the author includes phrases such as “With God as my witness” and “As I speak before 

God in Christ.”43  He emphasizes his concern for truth in the story of Beatrice, a woman who 

claimed that she regained her sight while on pilgrimage to Canterbury and became quite angry 

with Benedict when he found the facts of her story implausible.  While Benedict chose to keep 

the account in his collection, he cautions the reader: 

I confess my incredulity, if indeed it is to be called incredulity as I did not  
doubt for myself but for others, so that the bar of incredulity might be thrown  
away from everyone’s heart.  Doubting in myself over those things which she  
said had happened to her, and, despicable by clothing and appearance, and with  
no witness to commend her except only the presence of the girl, now I demanded  
more harshly for witnesses, now with a more unmerciful appearance as if I were 
contradicting her, she returned with hard and bitter words, as if they came from 
the action of an angry soul, she called me hard and bad and incredulous, and 
considered me as much inconsiderate as unworthy for the obedience of such a 
martyr, as I seemed to envy his glory, and to detract from his miracles with too 
much care for the investigation of truth.44   
 

Benedict’s stories are often lengthier than William’s, as in the story of Eilward of Westoning.45   

In this example Benedict records even the smallest details in his attempt to establish the veracity 

of the miracles.  One could argue that Benedict wrote in a documentary fashion and intended his 

text to function as a type of historical record that authenticated Becket’s ability to heal his 

followers.  

Becket’s canonization was assured by the time William began his miracle collection, and  

this may be the reason he was allowed more authorial autonomy than Benedict.46  William’s 

statement, “Choose for yourself what you will,” reveals the extent to which he was given carte 

blanche, for this order came down from the martyr himself and superseded any instruction from 

                                                 
42 Abbot, St. Thomas of Canterbury, Vol. II, 255-256.   
 
43 Staunton, The Lives of Thomas Becket,  207-208. 
 
44 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 144.  See footnote 96 for the Latin version from 
Benedict, Miracula 3.31, 140.  Ronald C. Finucane, Miracles and Pilgrims: Popular Beliefs in Medieval England 
(Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman and Littlefield, 1977), 102.      
 
45 Abbott, St. Thomas of Canterbury, Vol. II, 80-101.  Abbott includes both Benedict’s and William’s versions.  
Benedict uses nine chapters to tell his story, while William’s takes place in just three. 
 
46 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 148-158.  
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William’s fellow monks, including his predecessor and peer, Benedict.47  Possibly because of 

this freedom, William’s authorial style is quite the opposite of Benedict’s.  William often omits 

evidentiary details while adding embellishments, as in the case in the story of Geoffrey of 

Winchester, an infant only sixteen months old who was injured when a wall collapsed on top of 

his cradle.48  In his version, William exaggerates the size of the wall and the amount of rubble 

that had to be carried off and, unlike Benedict’s version, he leaves out eyewitness accounts.49  It 

is a subjective account, for the author offers his own suppositions as to why the wall collapsed on 

the child and states that it was arranged by the “Holy of Holies” in glorification of Becket.   

Overall, William’s text dramatizes the miracles by focusing on the external forces that 

caused these events.50  Benedict’s text, alternatively, verifies these events with evidence, 

testimonials, and specific details.51  He describes the particulars of the miracles, but gives 

preferential treatment to the characters involved.  Benedict reconstructs the internal worlds of the 

cured individuals with especial focus on moments that reveal their faith in Becket.  These 

authorial differences are apparent in the parallel stories, as in the aforementioned miracle 

involving Salerna of Ifield.52  William describes the events that led to Salerna’s suicidal jump 

into the well and writes: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
47 Ibid.   
 
48 Abbott, St. Thomas of Canterbury, Vol. II, 190 – 196.   
 
49 Ibid., 190 and 197.  Benedict heard the story from the father, and assures the reader of his character: “I know a 
man of good position. . .”  Benedict also refers to the house-servants who witnessed the collapse of the wall. See 
page 193. 
 
50 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” pp. 148-149 and 152.   
 
51 Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind, 90. 
 
52 Abbott, St. Thomas of Canterbury, Vol. II, 237 – 255.  Abbott translates both accounts.  The original versions are 
included in Materials, vol. I, 258-261 (William of Canterbury) and Materials, vol. II, 263 – 266 (Benedict of  
Peterborough).  
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When next morning came, the mother went to prayers at a chapel about three 
furlongs from her house.  Now it chanced that a servant from the mill had come 
sooner than was expected . . . and had gone to sleep on a heap of fodder.  But the 
girl, bent on self-destruction, which she had planned during the fears and anxieties 
of a sleepless night, went by herself into an inner chamber, as though to seek her 
little brother, who was entrusted to her charge.  And, shutting the door behind her, 
she stepped out into an orchard, where, crossing the hedge, she kept walking up 
and down, shrinking from the deed that she was planning.53      

 

The author describes the actions of the surrounding characters and of the girl, but the reader is 

left in the dark regarding her emotional state.  The same moment of the story in Benedict’s 

version deals much more with Salerna’s internal struggles than with her external actions: 

Then the girl, more anxious about the future than sorry for the past, spent almost 
the whole of the following night without sleep, in tears and lamentations, saying, 
“St. Thomas, guard me!  St. Thomas, aid me!  Aid me, St. Thomas!  Guard me, 
St. Thomas!  Next morning, when she knew her mother had started for church, 
she stepped out of doors, and went straight to a well with water in it, intending to 
throw herself headlong into the well, in the hope that, if she could not avoid death, 
she might at least change the nature of the death.54 
 

In this passage, Benedict offers the reader access to Salerna’s private thoughts and 

emotions, revealing her distress as well as her faith in St. Thomas Becket.   

It is clear that the Miracula is a compilation of two miracle collections written by 

different authors who each wrote in his own fashion. Whatever the reasons, William’s text 

became the official version that was given to King Henry II and Benedict’s text was favored in 

situations that addressed larger audiences. As a unified text, the Miracula is comparable to other 

miracle collections produced by monks living at pilgrimage centers.  There are similarities with 

the Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour and the Miracles of St. James.  These collections, like 

the Becket stories, stress the importance of making a pilgrimage to the saint’s shrine, either as a 

catalyst for a cure or as thanks for one already bestowed.  Benedict’s collection is also relatable 

to the Miracles of Sainte Foy, written by Bernard of Angers, for both authors repeatedly refer to 

evidentiary details in the attempt to verify the authenticity of their miracle stories.  There are 

differences, however, between the Miracula and these other texts.  Unlike Bernard of Angers, 

Benedict does not include the author as a character in the stories, focusing instead on the inner 

                                                 
53 Ibid., 239-240. 
 
54 Ibid. 
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world of the person cured by Becket.  Benedict’s stories stress internal issues and moments when 

the cured or saved individuals reveal their religious faith, love, and personal connection with St. 

Thomas.   

In the Miracula and especially in Benedict’s accounts, we see the first traces of the 

elements that structure the pictorial narratives in the Miracle Windows.  Although both the visual 

and textual miracle collections emphasize the importance of faith in St. Thomas and promote the 

Cult of Becket, they present differing images of the saint.  I suggest that this is due to the fact 

that the texts were aimed at a particular audience of literary elite, members of religious 

communities or nobility, whereas the Miracle Windows were intended for an audience of 

pilgrims who represented all levels of medieval society, including the poor and indigent.55  The 

textual collections construct an image of Becket as a saint and a martyr worthy of adoration, and 

stress the importance of an interpersonal relationship between saint and individual.  The texts 

also boosted the morale of the monks at Christ Church, for the miracle accounts allowed them to 

restructure their memory of Becket.56  The monks’ relationship with the archbishop was tenuous 

in life, but Becket’s death disassociated him from his mistakes and allowed the monks to re-

envision him as a martyr worthy of sainthood.57  As will be discussed in Chapter Two, the 

Miracle Windows construct an alternative view of Becket as a healer.  In doing so, the visual 

miracle stories shift their focus to the beneficiary of his power so that the main characters in the 

pictorial narratives are believers in Becket who, because of his or her faith, are saved or cured.  

The individual plays a supporting role to St. Thomas Becket in the Miracula but moves to the 

foreground in the visual miracle stories, for these were intended to respond to the needs and 

desires of a particular audience, the pilgrims who traveled to Canterbury in search of physical 

health and spiritual salvation. 

 
55 Slocum, Liturgies in Honor of Thomas Becket, 81 and 101. 
 
56 Ibid., 76.  The prefaces to the Miracula include the events of the martyrdom and that it was discovered that Becket 
was wearing a hair shirt.  Slocum writes: “All of the biographers remarked upon this self-mortification and the 
contrast between this inward flagellation and the outward pomp of the archbishop.”  Also see page 82.  Slocum 
writes that both texts included prefaces that established “beyond a doubt” Becket’s sanctity, and that Benedict’s 
account reveals the moral effect of the miracle stories.  Also refer to Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of 

Rocamadour, 52 - 54.  Bull writes that Benedict himself “observes that witnessing the excitement caused by the 
crypt’s opening and the miracles taking place had a beneficial, healing effect on the monks, restoring a sense of 
community that had been fractured by the shock of the murder and the uncertainties of its aftermath.” 
 
57 Staunton, The Lives of Thomas Becket, 6.  Staunton describes the matter in which Becket died as the 
“consummation of his conversion, his pilgrimage and his struggle.”  Also see Ward, Miracles and the Medieval 

Mind, 99. Ward describes the monks’ doubts about Becket’s sanctity. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE VISUAL MIRACULA: THEME AND STRUCTURE IN THE 

PICTORIAL NARRATIVES AT CANTERBURY 

 

SPES DESPERANTI SVPEREST IN SANGVINE  SANCTI [IME] 

Hope remains for the hopeless in the blood of the saint
1
 

 

 The visual program at Canterbury Cathedral does not fit into an overall and unifying 

plan.  Instead, a vast multitude of pictorial programs coexist within the interior of this complex 

architectural space.2  At the beginning of the thirteenth century the cathedral included two types 

of space, public places occupied by pilgrims and private areas only accessible to the monastic 

community, and both were adorned with biblical and hagiographical stained glass.  Trinity 

Chapel was a public space within which the many pilgrims who came to Canterbury Cathedral 

could see, touch, and experience a personal interaction with St. Thomas Becket.3  As mentioned 

in Chapter One, the chapel’s ambulatory stained glass was created with this audience in mind, 

and the windows’ low placement, subject matter, and narrative structure were planned 

accordingly.4  The visualized miracle stories, with their promise of rewarding the faithful, 

responded to the desires of medieval pilgrims. Their assurance of physical health in this life and 

salvation in the next appealed to all individuals: rich and the poor, male and female, young and 

old.5  

                                                 
1 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 191.  Inscription from panel 9 in window n:III.  The panel is the second 
of three scenes depicting the cure of Hugh of Jervaux.  The episode is associated with Benedict, Miracula, Book III, 
Chapter lx, 159-160. 
 
2 For the division of space, see Dawn Marie Hayes, “Body and Sacred Place in Medieval Europe, 1100-1389: 
Interpreting the Case of Chartres Cathedral” (Ph.D. diss., New York University, 1998). Hayes includes a discussion 
on the division of space at Canterbury. 
 
3 Tatton-Brown, “Canterbury and the Architecture of Pilgrimage Shrines,” 94.  The tomb-shrine was of Purbeck 
marble and had holes on each side so that pilgrims could put their hands inside. 
 
4 Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 139. 
 
5 Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind, 97 and 109.  Lee describes the Cult of Becket in “Searching for Signs,” 
490, as both a ‘traditional’ cult (focusing on saint’s relics) and a personal cult that stresses the “fulfillment of 
obligations of devotion.”  Ward describes how the actions of St. Thomas were personal; that his anger was aimed at 
those who failed to venerate him while his grace was directed at those who were devoted to him.  Also see Staunton, 
The Lives of Thomas Becket, 33. 
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As noted in the conclusion of Chapter One, the stained glass functions as a pictorial 

miracle collection that is distinguished from the text in its focus on the individual.  Although it 

appears the designers of the Miracle Windows preferred Benedict’s text as the source for the 

characters and stories in the windows, the pictorial narratives give greater emphasis to the 

recipient of the cure.6  This chapter will examine six of the visual miracle stories:  the Rescue of 

William of Gloucester, the Cure of Eilward of Westoning, the Cure of Juliana of Rochester, the 

Cure of Richard of Sunieve, the Cure of Gilbert le Brun and the Plague in the House of Jordan 

Fitz-Eisulf.  These have been selected as case studies for this thesis because they are some of the 

best preserved panels in the Miracle Windows.  Composed mostly of extant stained glass, these 

six examples give modern historians an idea of what medieval pilgrims saw as they passed 

through Trinity Chapel.  This chapter will show how these visual narratives revolve around a 

new type of hero, not the saint but a representative of the faithful.   

The designers of the Miracle Windows broke from the traditional narrative structures 

used to organize the other stained glass windows in the cathedral, thereby constructing an image 

of Becket unlike that promoted in artwork produced outside of Canterbury.7  The biblical stained 

glass at Canterbury, including the Typological Windows and the Genealogical Windows, serve 

as foils for the Miracle Windows.  The Genealogical series consists of forty-seven 

chronologically organized windows that feature the figures of Christ’s ancestors.  The twelve 

Typological Windows also contrast with the Becket series because they follow a liturgical order.  

These narrative windows were composed of panels featuring stories from the Bible that were 

organized so that the New Testament scenes followed a chronological order and the Old 

Testament scenes adhered to a typological structure. The Miracle Windows also differ from 

hagiographic glass found at Canterbury, the majority of which exists in the form of a single 

                                                 
6 Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 147.  Also see Appendix, Figure 6.   Of the forty-two miracle stories 
represented, only seven are solely derived from William’s collection, fifteen stories are from Benedict’s collection, 
and the remaining are visualizations of miracles recorded by both.  Benedict is thought to have assisted in the design 
of the Typological Windows at Canterbury, and may have also played a role in the creation of the Miracle Windows.  
If so, he may have favored his text over William’s.  See Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 159.  Caviness 
also mentions that, of the fifteen miracle stories taken from Benedict’s text and visualized in the Miracle Windows, 
eight are from Book IV.  This book, she argues, would have been composed after he went to Peterborough and at the 
same time as he worked on the Typological Windows. 
 
7 Although one must examine the narrative structure in the miracle windows with caution considering the many 
replacements and restorations, enough of the medieval glass remains that one can safely determine the windows do 
not follow either of the two narrative structures mentioned above and they don’t even follow the order of the textual 
collections.   
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lancet (opposed to a series of windows) that represents events from the lifetime of a saint (either 

omitting or appending depictions of posthumous miracles).  For example, unlike the Becket 

glass, the Life of St. Dunstan Window memorialized this former Archbishop of Canterbury with 

chronological scenes from the saint’s Vita.  Finally, this chapter will contrast the image of 

Becket put forth in the Miracle Windows with the way the martyred archbishop was visually 

memorialized in art produced in France. 

 

Relating Text and Image 

Although the Miracula was the source for the stories depicted in the Becket windows, the 

windows function as an additional text, albeit a visual version.8  There is a relationship between 

the texts and the Miracle Windows.  The characters and storylines in the stained glass were based 

on the written accounts, but the visual and textual collections vary in terms of narrative structure.  

Neither William nor Benedict recorded the accounts chronologically or by type, and the Miracle 

Windows also avoid these formats.9  While neither text nor image follow these organizational 

methods, the stained glass is further distinguished from the Miracula.  The windows do not 

adhere to the order in which the stories were written, and the length of a textual account does not 

correspond to the number of panels used to visually portray the story.  As a result, the visual 

stories in the Miracle Windows can be read individually and in any order.10  Interestingly, the 

                                                 
8 Cynthia Hahn, Portrayed on the Heart: Narrative Effect in Pictorial Lives of Saints from the Tenth through the 

Thirteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001): 45.  Hahn addresses the issue of “illustration,” 
and also argues that pictorial narratives should be considered separate from textual narratives, even in cases when 
the text precedes the imagery.   Hahn bases her argument on the different ways these narrative types are received 
and interpreted. 
 
9 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 158.  At times, William groups miracles by type, but he does not 
maintain this organizational method throughout his collection.  An examination of the pictorial narratives reveals 
that the windows were not organized according to type of cure.  The identifiable miracles in window n:V include 
protection from demons, the cure of a toothache, and the cure of paralysis.  Window n:IV features men and women 
cured of the following: epilepsy, lameness, stomachache, mania, leprosy, an unidentified illness, and bodily injury.  
Window n:II one instance of the following: blindness, leprosy, drowning, madness and plague.  Window s: II 
includes two stories based on the healing of bodily injuries; however, the window includes eight unidentifiable 
panels.  Window s:VI features the story of Becket rescuing a man from drowning, and two stories with revivals of 
dead children (one of which is known to have originally been in window s:II).  The last of the seven windows 
examined in this thesis, window s:VII, features stories with cures of fever, hernia, lameness, leprosy, and rescue 
from a fall of earth.  
 
10 Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 148.  Although the ten Miracle Windows could be read individually and in 
any order, they were probably preceded by the two Life Windows, as discussed on page 10 of this thesis.  Thus, the 
overall visual program in the ambulatory did, to an extent, adhere to traditional hagiographic structure in which a 
saint’s vita precedes his miracula.      
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windows’ inscriptions, although narrative, also stray from the textual accounts and, with one 

exception, omit any reference to the recipients’ names, so that visual markers (gesture, attire, and 

accessories) rather than textual labels identify the individual characters.11 

 

Canterbury and the Memorialization of Becket’s Miracles: Two Traditions 

As shown, the Miracula and the Miracle Windows are related but function as separate 

miracle collections.  The extant texts and stained glass indicate that there were two traditions at 

Canterbury Cathedral, a textual tradition created for a monastic audience and a visual tradition 

for the community of pilgrims.  I dispute the notion that there was an oral tradition associated 

with the Becket Miracula, as argued by Anne Harris in her article, “Pilgrimage, Performance, 

and Stained Glass at Canterbury Cathedral.”  According to Harris, there were three traditions at 

Canterbury, textual, oral, and visual.  She argues that the visual replaced the textual in response 

to a transformation of the culture at Canterbury from elite to popular. She further suggests that 

the three traditions (textual, oral, and visual) were interrelated and all intended for the pilgrims 

visiting Becket’s tomb.  She writes that the pilgrims first convened in the chapter house at 

Canterbury, where they listened as the miracle stories were read aloud.  After the reading, they 

then proceeded through the cathedral, following the route proposed by M.F. Hearn (Fig. 5).  This 

ritual experience culminated with the visual display in Trinity Chapel.12  Harris bases her 

assumption that the texts were read aloud to pilgrims on a mistranslation of a passage from the 

Life written by William Fitzstephen.13  According to Fitzstephen, the miracle stories recorded in 

the Miracula were read aloud in the chapter house at Canterbury Cathedral; “Sed de miraculis 

ejus in Anglia, sacerdotum et bonorum virorum testimonio declaratis, et in capitulo Cantuariensis 

ecclesiae publice recitatis . . .”14  Harris translates “publice” as “to the public.”15  I argue, 

                                                 
11 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 159.  The inscriptions, for the most part, narrate the scene depicted in 
the stained glass and do not quote passages from the textual miracle accounts.  
 
12  Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance and Stained Glass,” 244. 
 
13 William Fitzstephen, Materials, III, 151. 
 
14  Ibid.  The full passage reads: “Sed de miraculis ejus in Anglia, sacerdotum et bonorum virorum testimonio 
declaratis, et in capitulo Cantuariensis ecclesiae publice recitatis, magnus codex conscriptus exstat, praeter alia quae 
longe lateque in Gallia, in Hibernia, et ubique terrarium operatus est sanctus Thomas quibus memoriae 
commendandis defuit que scriberet.” 
 
15 Ibid. 
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however, that the correct translation is “publicly” and that Fitzstephen’s account only indicates 

that the collections were read aloud in the chapter house, a space closed to the general public.16  

This new translation of Fitzstephen’s text indicates that pilgrims were not exposed to the miracle 

accounts recorded in the Miracula.  Rather, the text was kept within the monastic community at 

Canterbury, which also selectively sent out copies of the texts to nobility and other religious 

communities as a means of propagating the Cult of Becket among the literary elite.  

Whereas the textual Miracula was created by and for the monastic culture at Canterbury, 

the stained glass in Trinity Chapel was designed for the community of pilgrims.  Without a doubt 

this population became increasingly significant and influential from the time of Becket’s death, 

evidenced by the numbers of people who traveled to Canterbury and the resulting financial 

benefit.17 However, the monks of Christ Church were not displaced by this community, as 

suggested by Harris.18  They retained their position as the leaders of this religious society, an 

environment removed from the larger population.  Therefore, the textual was not replaced by the 

visual, and the elite did not transform into popular. Instead, the two cultures coexisted and 

interrelated, and this interrelationship preserved the memory of St. Thomas Becket.                  

It is important to clarify that there was an oral tradition in the form of liturgy, specifically 

the Office for the Feast Day of St. Thomas Becket and the Office for the Translation for St. 

Thomas Becket.  However, this oral tradition centered on the martyr himself and not the miracle 

stories.  Overall, the liturgy focuses on Becket’s vita and martyrdom, and only briefly refers to 

his role as a miracle-worker.  Passages in the lessons and responsories do not include any of the 

narratives recorded by Benedict or William, and instead list the types of cures.19  

                                                 
16 Harris’s translation is especially problematic when one considers that it was unusual, if not unheard of, for the 
general public to have access to the chapter house.  Thanks to Dr. Paula Gerson for pointing out this fact. 
 
17 Colin Morris, “Introduction,” in Pilgrimage: The English Experience from Becket to Bunyan,  edited by Colin 
Morris and Peter Roberts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002): 1-11. 
 
18 Harris, “Pilgrimage, Performance and Stained Glass,” 244.  Harris uses the terms “elite” and “popular.” She 
writes that the texts collectively were used within an elite culture associated with the monks at Christ Church, and 
that the miracles of Becket were presented to popular culture through performance, either orally (reading the stories 
to pilgrims) or visually (in the form of the Miracle Windows.). She further argues that there was a shift from textual 
to visual and this reflected a transformation in the culture at Canterbury from elite to popular.  I do not dispute that 
two such cultures existed at Canterbury, only that the textual/elite culture transformed into and was replaced by a  
popular/visual culture. 
 
19 Slocum, Liturgies in Honor of Thomas Becket, 85-87.   
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At first, at the time of his martyrdom, the martyr began to glisten with 
remarkable miracles, restoring sight to the blind, walking to the lame, 
hearing to the deaf, speech to the mute, and cleansing lepers, restoring 
paralytics, curing dropsy and all varieties of fatal, incurable disease, even 
resuscitating the dead.  And miraculously exercising power over the 
demons and all the elements, he extended the touch of this power to 
unusual and unheard of signs.  For instance, people deprived of their eyes 
and genitalia obtained new members by his merits.20  
 

The liturgies associated with St. Thomas Becket support my argument that the saint’s miracles 

were not remembered with an organized oral tradition.21  As noted by Kay Slocum, the liturgy 

focuses on Becket and constructs a multi-layered image of the saint as novus homo, bonus 

pastor, Defender of the Church, martyr, type of Christ, and a miracle-worker.22  

Becket’s miracles were, however, visually memorialized in the form of the Miracle 

Windows.  The pictorial narratives were designed for an audience of pilgrims and intended to 

replace the reading of textual accounts.  Details in visual stories differ from those in the prose 

text, indicating that they were the products of the glass designers’ interpretation of the 

Miracula.23  The stained glass also differs from the text in terms of audience.  It was aimed at the 

pilgrims who already had faith in St. Thomas Becket, otherwise they would not have traveled to 

Canterbury.  The textual tradition presents Becket as a martyr and saint, an image particularly 

appealing to ecclesiastical audiences.  The visual tradition, alternatively, depicts Becket as a 

healer, and the individuals who are the recipients of the cures play a key role in construction of 

this image. The visual stories follow the actions of these individuals, the main characters, each of 

whom is shown suffering from an illness or injury.  The narratives also include depictions of the 

cure and, most importantly, the individual as he or she appropriately pays homage to St. Thomas 

                                                 
20 Ibid., 79. See Lesson 9 of the Sarum Breviary, which documents the services that were held at Salisbury 
Cathedral, also in England.  According to Slocum, this breviary was widely used throughout England and the 
Continent, and gives us some indication of what the services were like at Canterbury. See page 12.  Slocum makes 
reference to the fact that most of the liturgical material for Becket was destroyed under orders from Henry VIII in 
1538-1539, and that there are no extant manuscripts from Canterbury documenting the liturgy. 
 
21 There was, of course, an informal oral tradition associated with the miracle stories.  Historians and Becket’s 
biographers write that word of the miracles spread throughout Western Europe.  As noted by Dr. Richard Emmerson 
and Dr. Paula Gerson, it is also possible that monks of Christ Church served as unofficial tour guides. 
 
22 Slocum, Liturgies in Honor of St. Thomas Becket,  5-9. 
 
23 Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, 17. 
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Becket, usually by presenting thanks-offerings at the tomb.24  The visual miracle stories relay a 

new message, that Becket recognizes all members of his cult, poor or noble, but there are 

consequences if the recipient does not reciprocate.  Almost all of the cures depicted in the extant 

narratives are associated with the tomb of Becket.  The glass depicts the personal desires that 

motivated people to travel to Canterbury.  The narratives either depict individuals at the tomb in 

the hopes of receiving a cure, or those who made a pilgrimage as thanks for a miracle already 

bestowed.25  As a result, the visual stories clearly send the message that one must honor the saint 

by making a pilgrimage to his shrine, and this could be understood even if the viewer was not 

familiar with the textual accounts. 

The evidentiary details necessary in the textual tradition, such as the individuals’ names 

and eyewitness accounts, became obsolete in the visual tradition. The individualization of the 

characters in the pictorial narratives and the mimesis of the miracle theme would have had a 

powerful effect on visiting pilgrims, who would have viewed these images as representations of 

reality.26  This “chant-like” repetition has precedence in medieval hagiographical art, in which 

the repetition of signs, symbols, and attributes was used to establish a legible narrative that the 

viewer could read, relate to, and model.27         

     

Case Studies: The Visual Miracle Stories 

 As a visual miracula, the Miracle Windows can be categorized as a type of hagiographic 

narrative.28  To this end, the designers of the Miracle Windows adapted earlier pictorial 

                                                 
24 Becket’s tomb is represented thirty-three times in all of the figured panels, in stark contrast to the ten times the 
figure of the saint appears.  Of the thirty-three depictions of the tomb, thirteen clearly show individuals presenting 
thanks-offerings including bowls of coins, boxes and coils of wire or wax. Other offering include such ex votos as 
canes, switches, ropes, garments, and boots.  These numbers are based on the Caviness’s descriptions of the panels 
in The Windows of Christ Church. 
 
25 Ibid. 
 
26 Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth Century Romance, 139. Hanning discusses the impact of repetition. 
 
27 Leslie Ross, Text, Image, Message: Saints in Medieval Manuscript Illustrations (Westport: Greenwood Press, 
1994), 142.  Ross uses the phrase “chant-like.”  Also refer to Hahn, Portrayed on the Heart, and Mary Carruthers, 
The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990).  For 
literary examples, see Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, translated by 
Willard R. Trask (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1953).  
 
28 Hahn, Portrayed on the Heart, 30-31.  
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conventions, specifically thematic repetition, and yet they revitalized this approach by focusing 

the narrative on a new type of hero.  It is quite unusual for a hagiographic narrative, pictorial or 

textual, to have a main character who is not the saint.  The case studies presented in this chapter  

show that Becket plays a minimal role in the Miracle Windows and that the heroes in these 

visual stories are representatives of the faithful.  These characters change from story to story, and 

yet the same theme is repeated, for these are all miracle stories.  There are different types of 

cures, but every story involves an individual whose physical body is restored to good health.  

The mimesis of the miracle theme unifies the windows into a cohesive visual program while also 

authenticating the imagery.29  Repetition of character provides structure to the narratives in the 

individual windows.  As the following examples will show, the recipients of the cures, rather 

than Becket, reappear throughout the pictorial narratives, thereby establishing the beginning and 

end of each miracle story.  Overall, the Miracle Windows represent a new form of pictorial 

narrative that does not tell the story of a person who should be a saint, as is the case in most 

hagiographic narratives, but the story of the believer who is rewarded by the saint for his or her 

faith. 

The Rescue of William of Gloucester.  Scenes in window s:VII depict an incident 

involving William, an employee on the estate of the Archbishop of York who was buried alive.  

The pictorial narrative consists of eight scenes.  Two of the panels are modern additions, but the 

remaining six are well-preserved examples of medieval glass.30  The visual narrative begins in 

panel 29 and features three male figures including William of Gloucester, who is buried under a 

hill of earth, and his two companions who escape the catastrophe (Fig. 6).  These companions 

hold spades and wear clothes of brilliant green and red, visual markers that carry over into the 

second scene, panel 30, in which the two men speak to a priest standing in a doorway (Fig. 7).  

The third image is a modern addition, but the original narrative continues in panel 25 in which 

two new male characters are introduced (Fig. 8).31  Different attire, the absence of spades, and 

the addition of the horse all visually indicate that these are new characters in the story, probably 

                                                 
29 Ibid., 40. 
 
30 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 213.  Panels 3 and 5 were added by Samuel Caldwell Sr. in 1897.  
Caviness describes panel 3, stating “it represents a woman recounting her vision that William was still alive, but 
there is no indication that it is based on an original composition.”  Panel 5 “seems to show a priest sending out 
messengers.”  
 
31 Ibid.  Panel 23, the third scene, was made up by Caldwell Sr. in 1897 to complete the story. 
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fellow employees from the archbishop’s estate.32  As one man stands by and holds the horse, the 

second puts his ear to the ground.  The next scene, panel 19, implies that he must have heard 

something, presumably William’s moans, for we see this same figure riding to the priest’s house 

in search of help (Fig. 9).  This character, the rescuer, reappears in panel 12 in which he travels 

with a group of men carrying spades.  He is also in the final scene, panel 14, and is one member 

of the group that digs out William of Gloucester (Fig. 10).  Underneath the depiction of William 

rising from the earth reads the inscription: “Thomas whom he calls his rescuer he blesses.”33   

The beginning, middle and end of this visual miracle story are established by the 

characters whose identifying details include attire and accompaniments, such as a spade or a 

horse, and whose gestures and facial expressions change in response to the events of that 

particular moment.34  The concluding scene’s image of William rising out of the earth reminds 

the viewer of Becket’s ability to save those who believe in him.  Throughout the narrative of 

William of Gloucester, the form of Becket is physically absent, and it is only in the visualization 

of a miracle that his presence is implied.  These panels, like so many others in the Miracle 

Windows, privilege the figure of the individual receiving the blessing over the figure of the saint 

actually responsible for the miracle. 

The Cure of Eilward of Westoning.  The figure of Eilward is featured in all five of the 

narrative’s panels, which are located in window n:III (Fig. 11).35  He first appears in panel 18, 

located in the second roundel from the bottom of the lancet, and wears a white tunic with a red 

cape, green tights, and brown boots (Fig. 12).36  Two attendants dressed in green and yellow 

tunics restrain Eilward, who carries a bundle on his back.  Eilward’s hands are tied behind him, 

                                                 
32 Ibid. 
 
33 Ibid.  The inscription is in white glass below the figures and reads: OMAN QVEM DICIT EREPTOREM 
BENEDI. IT.  Rackham reconstructed the inscription as [Th]oma[m] quem dicit ereptorem benedi[c]it.   
34 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control and the Individual Voice,” 268.  For descriptions of the panels’ conditions, see 
Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 213 – 214.  There are instances, such as in panel 12, in which the heads 
have been replaced, but Caviness notes the exceptional state of preservation in panels 29 and 14.  These faces can be 
considered more reliable; and, with the exceptions of the two new panels, numbers 23 and 18, the figures and their 
gestures are, for the most part, intact.  
 
35 For the textual account of the Cure of Eilward of Westoning, see Benedict, Materials, Book II, 173-81.  The visual 
miracle story is discussed by M.A. Michael, Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral (London: Scala Publishers, 
2004), 134 – 135.  Also refer to Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 190 - 191. 
 
36 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 190.  Caviness describes the condition of the panel, stating that some of 
the drapery and all of the individuals’ heads were replaced, but that the paint and colours are in “good to moderate 
condition.”  She associates the iconography with the passage from Benedict, Book IV, Chapter 2, pp. 173-182. 
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and he stands with the attendants before a magistrate.  The inscription on the panel reads: “He is 

sentenced to a pledge, judgment and an unjust penalty.”37    

 The scene in panel 19 depicts Eilward as he endures the punishment ordered by the 

magistrate (Fig. 13).  Officials of the court gouge out his eyes, he is castrated, stripped, and left 

for dead.  The panel’s inscription reads: “[his] eyes were put out, [his] members amputated.”38  

At first glance, Eilward wears different clothing, but a closer look reveals his white tunic is 

below his waist where it bunches above his green leggings which have been pushed down to 

expose his genitals.  A figure representing one of the magistrate’s officials kneels over the 

prisoner with a knife poised over his left eye.  The story continues in panel 11, a demi-circle on 

the left side of the window that shows Eilward in bed with his hands held in prayer while one of 

the few depictions of Becket, identified by his vestments, stands over Eilward and points a short 

staff towards his injured eyes (Fig. 14).39   

In the fourth panel, we again see the figure of Eilward at the center of the composition 

(Fig. 15).  He turns to a group of people and points to his left eye with his left hand, indicating 

his miraculous recovery, while handing alms to the poor with his right hand.  As the main 

character of the story, Eilward reappears in the final scene, panel 14 (Fig. 16).  He wears his 

identifying white tunic and red cape and kneels before Becket’s tomb while two monks stand 

behind him. The characters and setting combined construct a significant image, one that 

represents the necessity of pilgrimage to Canterbury even after a miracle has already occurred. 40    

                                                 
37 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 189. PIGNVS I[AM] MO]DICIVM VM    CENS | ETVR INIQ | VVM.  
Caviness’s reconstruction: i[u]dicium [d]am[n]um. 
 
38 Ibid., 190.  Caviness reconstructs the inscription and describes the panel, including the condition.  The original 
latin reads: [VDVNTVR]ECTA SVNT LVMINA . MEMBRA RESECTA. 
 
39 For a description of the panel’s iconography and condition, see Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 190.  
The inscription reads: “His [members] are restored and swell up and gradually grow again.”  REDDITA 
SVCCRE[FVRTVM . BES] SENSIMQ’ RECRESCVNT.   
 
40 It is curious that Caviness describes this final moment in the pictorial narrative as an example of the stained glass 
favoring William’s account. See Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 191. She writes that only William 
mentions a visit to Canterbury and that Benedict concludes his account with an evidentiary letter. In fact, both texts 
end with Eilward visiting Canterbury Cathedral, for Benedict writes that he and his brethren “received him in our 
house.” While Benedict’s account does include a description of the letter, he also implies that Eilward visited 
Canterbury.  For the text of the letter, see Abbott, St. Thomas of Canterbury, 100-101. The Latin passage is as 
follows: “Sed et apud nos eodem suscepto…”  I do agree with Caviness’ argument that the inscription to panel 14, 
which reads “The people stand by as he narrates the mighty works of the saint,” fits better with panel 16 and may 
have been there originally.  
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Juliana of Rochester.  One of the most compositionally complex windows in the 

ambulatory of Trinity Chapel is window n:II (Fig. 17).  The central portion of the window 

includes four square panels within roundels from which extend petal-shaped glass panels  

connected by hatchet-shaped panels.41  Overall, this lancet includes thirty-three figured panels 

representing scenes from six miracle stories.  Like the other Miracle Windows, the figure of St. 

Thomas Becket rarely appears in window n:II. 42  The nine panels in the lower half of the lancet 

are dedicated to the story of The Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf, the longest extant 

narrative sequence in the Miracle Windows.43  Other stories include The Cure of Juliana of 

Rochester, The Cure of Richard of Sunieve, Boy Saved from Drowning,44  and The Cure of 

Matilda of Cologne.45  As is the case in all of the Miracle Windows, the location of the 

narratives in window n:II does not correspond with their placement in the textual collection, a

so the viewer must rely on the attributes of the characters to determine the beginning and endi

of each story.

nd 

ng 
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41 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 192. 
 
42 Becket appears twice in all thirty-three panels in n:II.  He is depicted a total of ten times in all of the figured 
panels.  See Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 175 – 214, for descriptions of the figured panels.  The 
number of times Becket appears varies from window to window.  Window n:VII was originally a Life window, but 
now holds three figured panels composed of mostly new glass with some old parts.  Becket does not appear in any 
of these scenes, and the tomb is included in one (panel 1).  Window n:VI was originally one of the two Life 
windows, and all of the present glazing was created in 1888.  Window n:V has ten figured panels, six of which are 
new and in the remaining four there are no images of Becket and two of his tomb.  Window n:IV has a total of 
sixteen figured panels.  Two of these are new and one is heavily restored.  Becket appears two times, and the tomb is 
depicted ten times.  Window n:III has twenty-two figured panels, three of which are new, and the remaining 
nineteen feature the figure of Becket four times and the tomb five times.  Window n:II is comprised of thirty-three 
figures, of which nine are new.  There are six scenes that include the form of the tomb and two panels with 
depictions of Becket, both of which are included in the story of the Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf.  
Window s:II has sixteen figured panels, nine of which are new compositions. Becket appears in one panel, and the 
tomb is depicted in one panel.  Window s:IV is composed of plain quarries.  Window s:VI has eighteen figured 
panels, seven of which are new. Becket does not appear in this window, and the tomb is represented only twice.  
Window s:VII has twenty-two figured panels, of which five are new.  In the remaining seventeen panels, Becket 
appears once and the tomb is included four times. 
 
43 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 192.  Michael, Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, 140.   
 
44 Scholars have not definitively identified this story.  It is either that of Rodbertulus (Benedict, Miracula, Book IV, 
Chapter lxii, pp. 226-227) or Philip, son of Hugh Scott (Benedict, Miracula, Book IV, Chapter lxvi, pp. 238-239).  
Michael discusses the narrative in Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, 149, and argues that the panels represent 
Philip. Caviness also discusses this issue in The Windows of Christ Church, 195-196, but gives the stories equal 
consideration.   
 
45 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 193.  The remaining panels are the products of George Austin, who 
restored this window in 1855. 
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The three uppermost panels (69, 70 and 71) represent the narrative of The Cure of Juliana 

of Rochester.47  Reading from left to right, the first panel depicts a blind girl with her eyes 

closed.48  She grasps her father’s hand and shoulder as he leads her through an outdoor setting 

indicated by a plant-like form twining over their heads (Fig. 18).  The inscription states these two 

are on a pilgrimage: “She is led on her pilgrimage by her father, without light [in her eyes].”49  

Juliana wears a red cape over a white dress and has a white kerchief on her head, and her father 

is dressed in a green tunic, belted and topped with a yellow cloak.50  Their attire, especially 

Juliana’s headscarf, identifies these figures as they progress through the narrative.  The second 

scene shows the two pilgrims as they approach Becket’s tomb, represented by the portholes in 

the side (Fig. 19).  Arches, a tower, and the tomb symbolize the architecture of the cathedral and 

imply a religious setting, as does the figure of a monk applying a mixture to the girl’s eyes.51  

The final scene repeats the figures of the father and daughter, once again identified by their 

clothing, as they give thanks to the saint for the miraculous restoration of Juliana’s sight (Fig. 

20).  The figures sit on a bench within an interior, but this is not the same setting as in the second 

panel. Juliana and her father left the cathedral and returned home where, according to Benedict’s 

text, she was cured.52  Becket never appears in this pictorial narrative and the inscriptions make 

no mention of him.  He is not a character in the story, but rather a spiritual presence implied by 

the tomb and the miracle.   

                                                                                                                                                             
46 Even though the panels have been moved about during restoration, their textual counterparts are dispersed 
throughout Book IV of Benedict’s collection, indicating that they were never organized according to the textual 
collection.  Caviness references the textual sources in The Windows of Christ Church, 193-199. 
 
47 For inscriptions, see Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 193-194. 
 
48 Ibid., 193. 
 
49 Ibid.   The Latin inscription is in reserve on white glass along the edge of the panel: AT[EGRVME]TRAHITVR . 
PEREGRE SINE LVCE. 
 
50 Anja Grebe, “Pilgrims and Fashion: The Functions of Pilgrims’ Garments,” in Art and Architecture of Late 

Medieval Pilgrimage in Northern Europe and The British Isles, edited by Sarah Blick and Rita Tekippe (Leiden: 
Brill, 2005): 4.   
 
51 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 193.  The inscription indicates that the monks’ use what is known as 
“Canterbury Water,’ a mixture of the saint’s blood and water.  For the role this liquid played in the miracle stories 
and in pilgrimage to Canterbury, see Lee, “Searching for Signs,” 479.  
 
52 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 193-194. 
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The Cure of Richard of Sunieve.  The story, also from window n:II, is told in a series of 

six panels (65, 66, 67, 57, 58, and 59) that are in good to excellent condition.53  The first panel 

shows Richard at work as a herdsman (Fig. 21).  He then falls ill and takes to his bed (Fig. 22).  

The fourth, fifth, and sixth panels have been replaced, and so the color of Richard’s attire 

changes to red and green.  He kneels in front of Becket’s tomb and receives a mixture prepared 

by a monk with a bowl and spoon (Fig. 23).  As we saw in the story of Juliana of Rochester, the 

fact that a pilgrimage has been made to Canterbury is indicated by the change in architecture, the 

appearance of the tomb, and the figure of a monk.  The inscription reads: “He rises languid, he 

comes, prays, drinks, goes away.”54  The next panel shows Richard cured.  He demonstrates the 

cure to those around him, probably his master and mistress.55  The story concludes with Richard 

at the tomb offering gold coins as thanks (Fig. 24).  Richard is the hero in this story and, as in the 

other examples, the scenes revolve around a person in physical distress  

  The Cure of Gilbert le Brun.  Although St. Thomas Becket rarely makes an appearance 

in the Miracle Windows, his tomb is frequently depicted in scenes like that at the conclusion of 

the Cure of Richard of Sunieve.  These images reminded medieval viewers of their obligation to 

the saint, as we see in another example, the Cure of Gilbert le Brun, a two-panel narrative in 

window s:VI (panels 14 and 16).  The first inscription reads, “The boy smiles at his tears and 

rises towards him as he comes,” and narrates the scene in panel 14, in which a boy, identified as 

Gilbert le Brun, revives and rises up from his bed to embrace his father while his mother stands 

behind them (Fig. 25).56  The glass in the first scene is well-preserved so that the colors, figures, 

and setting are original.57  The glass in the second panel, panel 16, has been repaired so that there 

is some change in the color of attire, but the three characters remain the same.58  The setting is 

now Canterbury Cathedral, represented by the structure of the tomb in the foreground.  The boy 

bends over the tomb and presents a thanks-offering while his parents stand in the background 

                                                 
53 Ibid., 194-195. 
 
54Ibid., 194. 
 
55 Ibid., 195. 
 
56 Ibid., 207.  According to Caviness, the Latin inscription is in reserve on white and yellow glass below the figures.  
It reads: ARRID 7 FLENTIPVER ASSVRGIT VENIENTI.     
 
57 Ibid. 
 
58 Ibid. 
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(Fig. 26).  Overall, the image stresses the importance of pilgrimage to Canterbury, a message 

emphasized further in the inscription: “Their son having been given back to them the due 

offerings are given.”59    

 The Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf.  The longest extant narrative is also one 

of the most famous of the visual stories in the Miracle Windows, and it is found in the bottom of 

the window.  The Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf, more so than any of the other 

stories discussed in this chapter, warns viewers of what befalls those who do not fulfill their vow 

of pilgrimage to Canterbury.  Nine panels in window n:II depict scenes from this account (9, 10, 

11, 19, 20, 21, 14, 15, and 16).60 The story begins in panels 9 through 11 (Fig. 27).  The first 

panel features the figure of a priest leading four pallbearers as they carry a draped coffin that 

holds the body of Britonis, the nurse to William, son of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf.61  William himself is 

shown dead in the second scene, panel 10.  The boy’s body is wrapped and laid out on a bier, and 

a priest gives the last rites while the distraught parents stand by.  With the exception of the priest, 

the same characters are repeated in the third scene, panel 11, and are identified by their attire. 

The mother and father are dressed in green tunics, the mother also wears a red cape, and the dead 

son is still wrapped in a yellow cloth laid atop a red bier draped in white fabric.  Two new 

characters are introduced in this scene.  These two men are clearly identified as pilgrims who 

have traveled from Canterbury.  They carry staffs, wear belts, are dressed in pilgrim’s attire and, 

most importantly, bring with them ampullae containing the water of St. Thomas Becket.62  These 

ampullae have been enlarged so that they are easily viewed.  The parents lift their dead child’s 

head and pour the liquid from one of the ampullae into his mouth.  The story continues in panels 

19 through 21 (Fig. 28).  Panel 19 shows the boy, revitalized but still in bed.  His parents hold a 

large dish filled with coins, visualizing their vow to present a thanks-offering at the tomb of 

Becket.  The same three figures are repeated in the next scene, panel 20.  The boy is fully 

                                                 
59 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 208.  The inscription reads: DONA REDONATO RED[DUNTUR] 
NTVR DEBITA NATO.  
 
60 Ibid., 197-198. Both William and Benedict included the account in their collections, but there are closer 
associations with Benedict’s text. Caviness describes the condition, includes inscriptions, and identifies the 
characters and storyline.  Also see Michael, Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, 154-161.   
 
61 Ibid.  
 
62 Sarah Blick, “Comparing Pilgrim Souvenirs and Trinity Chapel Windows at Canterbury Cathedral,”  Mirator 
(2001): 1-27.  
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recovered and still with his parents who apparently forgot to make a pilgrimage to Canterbury.  

Becket makes a rare appearance in panel 21 and is identified by his vestments.  The saint reveals 

himself to a new character in the story, a lame leper named Gimp, whose figure is bedridden and 

marked with spots.63  The next three panels, 14 through 16 (Fig. 29), begins with and image of 

William’s parents as they visit the leper and listen to him speak, presumably of his vision of 

Becket.  However, as the inscription reveals, they continue to ignore their vow.64  The imagery 

in panel 15 supports this interpretation and visually indicates that they did not fulfill their 

promise, for Becket reappears as an avenging saint carrying a sword.  He flies overhead, while 

the lower portion of the panel depicts the Fitz-Eisulf family mourning the death of their elder son 

who died because his parents did not follow through on their promise of pilgrimage to 

Canterbury.  The narrative concludes at Canterbury where the parents and William make their 

long overdue trip to the tomb of Becket and present the dish of coins while a monk stands in 

ttenda

f 

n 

 

estation of Becket as an avenger who punishes 

ose to fail to properly worship the saint.    

Foils: B

a nce.   

 It is important to note that this visual story is unusual because the figure of Becket 

appears twice during the course of the narrative.  As noted, the account stresses the necessity o

making a pilgrimage to Canterbury and instructs viewers that prayers alone are not sufficient 

thanks for the blessing of a miraculous cure.  The other stories examined in this chapter focus o

the individual and his or her interactions with the saint, constructing an image of the saint as a

healer.  This narrative presents another manif

th

 

iblical and Hagiographical Stained Glass at Canterbury Cathedral 

Whereas the narratives in the Miracle Windows revolve around the figure of the 

individual receiving the cure, the biblical windows at Canterbury Cathedral were structured with 

other more traditional formats.  The biblical glass I will consider as foils for the Becket 

includes the Genealogical Series in the clerestory windows and the twelve Typological 

windows 

                                                 

He approaches believingly, he remembers his vow and does not obey.”  
VLVS ACCEDIT VOT[AMVNDVM R]EC OBED [NAR].  Rackham reconstructed the inscription: [cr]edulus 

63 Caviness identifies the character.  The Windows of Christ Church, 198. 
 
64 Ibid., 198.  The inscription reads: “
ED
accedit vot[i meminit n]eco bed [it]. 
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Windows, for these visual programs are contemporary with the Miracle Windows.65  The form

series is made up of forty-seven lancets that run along the clerestory in the eastern end of th

cathedral and Trinity Chapel.  These feature human figures, ancestors of Christ, organized 

chronologically to construct a Christian genealogy, as in the example of Shem, son of Noah 

30).

er 

e 

(Fig. 

 

 

s had the time to contemplate 

the figu

d be 

s. 2 

 

66  Located in the upper reaches of the cathedral, individual characteristics are virtually 

unidentifiable and one can only determine that these are representations of people.  The majority 

of the lancets feature two seated figures identified by inscriptions that are unreadable to viewers 

passing through the aisles below.  The series begins on the north side of the choir, in the window

at the western end.67  It starts with the figure of Adam and probably concluded with images of 

the Virgin and Christ.68  Even though many of the clerestory windows, and especially those in 

Trinity Chapel, were visually accessible to pilgrims as they passed through the cathedral on their

prescribed route, the best view of the Genealogical Windows is from the choir, an area that was 

only accessible to the monks of Christ Church.  Due to the fact that they spent many hours every 

day in the choir, according to the mandates of their order, the monk

res and the role they played in the history of Christianity.   

The Typological Windows were placed at a lower position than the Genealogical 

Windows and thus were easier to read.  The original windows were situated so that they coul

read sequentially, starting from the northwest end of the choir, continuing into the northeast 

transept, presbytery, southeast transept, and concluding in the south aisle of the choir (Fig

and 5).69  However, not all of these windows were publicly accessible. According to the 

pilgrimage route proposed in the Introduction, only those lancets in the southern portion of the 

cathedral would have been viewed by medieval pilgrims.  The north-side of the cathedral was 

closed to the general public, for this was where the monks of Christ Church entered and exited 

the cathedral on their way to and from the cloister and the chapter house.  The windows on the

south-side were on the pilgrim’s path through the cathedral.  They were visually readable and 

                                                 
65 Ibid., 14.  The Genealogical Windows date to 1200 and Caviness dates the Typological Windows at 1180.  Other 
scholars have argued that the Typological Windows date to 1200 or into the thirteenth century.  See page 78-79.  
 
66 For a detailed description of the Genealogical Series, see Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 104 and 107-108. 
 
67 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 8-9. 

 
68 Ibid., 62.  
 
69 Michael, Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, 46-84, and Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 104. 
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intellectually accessible to the medieval viewer who would have recognized the stories fro

Old and New Testaments, but the underlying complexities and theological debates regard

incarnation, resur

m the 

ing the 

rection, redemption, and the eventual return of Christ would have been 

incomp

 

d 

 

ave been constructed 

in this m

rehensible to the majority of people living outside of monastic and ecclesiastical 

communities.70   

Of the original twelve Typological Windows, only four lancets retain medieval glass and

these have been relocated to the north aisle of the choir.71  Conceived and composed at the en

of the twelfth century, following the same fire that led to the construction of Trinity Chapel, 

these windows are contemporary with the Becket Miracle Windows.72  The narratives adhere to 

a typological structure with registers composed of three panels.  The center panels in each

window feature a New Testament story flanked by Old Testament stories in the left and right 

panels.  The New Testament portion runs in a continuous narrative from top to bottom while the 

Old Testament stories are represented in single scenes organized according to their association 

with the New Testament scenes.73  All of the original windows appear to h

anner; additionally, the series followed the liturgical calendar with each window 

representing a specific time in the Christian year, including Advent, Lent and Easter.74   

                                                 
70 Caviness examines this at great length in The Early Stained Glass.  See pages 102 and 103. She argues ag
once accepted notion that stained glass functioned as a “poor man’s Bible,” stating that the glass is “an elaborate 
display of twelfth-century theology, which could only be fully understood by the literate.”  Caviness writes that 
there are specific elements in the Canterbury stained glass that distinguish it from other visual programs at 
cathedrals such as Chartres, and that these result from “the fact that Canterbury was a monastic foundation.”  She 
describes the intellectual atmosphere in such monastic communities where libraries were of great importance, a
how this emphasis on learning led to the development of a relationsh

ainst the 

nd 
ip between word and image.  Caviness notes the 

portance of both image and inscription in the biblical stained glass at Canterbury, and that the ordering of the 
y are organized from top to bottom and left to right.  The glass is 

escribed by Michael, Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, 46.   

 Kemp, The Narratives of Gothic Stained Glass, 42.  Kemp references other examples of typological stained glass, 

for chronology. 

 

im
subjects in the windows is “bookish,” for the
d
 
71 Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 104.   
 
72 Ibid., 138.  Caviness discusses the issues of dating these windows, but believes they were composed sometime 
between 1175 and 1180. There is also biblical stained glass in the Corona.   
 
73

and writes that this type of narrative emphasizes the relationship between the Old and New Testament stories 
without concern 
 
74 Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 104.  This order is also described by Michael, Stained Glass of Canterbury

Cathedral, 46. 
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The second lancet in the series, window n:XV (Fig. 31), exemplifies the typological 

structure of the Typological Windows and thus serves as a foil for the Miracle Windows.75  The

New Testament portion follows the story of the Magi, which is told in a series of five pane

running from top to bottom.  The first panel in the uppermost register represents the journey of 

the Magi on horseback as they travel to Bethlehem.  The imagery interplays with the Old 

Testament scenes, the story of Balaam on the left and an image of Isaiah on the right (Fig. 32).  

The figures in all three units of glass point to the top of the central panel, drawing the eye of 

viewer to a golden star that illuminates the night sky.  This, the Star of Bethlehem, functions a

symbol of Christ’s coming and of man’s redemption, a theme that continues throughout the 

window

 

ls 

the 

s a 

 and is highlighted in the fifth register from the top of the lancet, The Presentation of 

Christ, is 

, 

 

f typological iconography 

that run

antity 

d the 

                                                

which serves as a reminder of the promise that God made to mankind by sacrificing h

son.76   

The organization of these scenes contrasts with the narrative structure in the Miracle 

Windows.  As shown, the three panels in the first register do not present a sequential narrative

nor do we see the repetition of character. Rather, the scenes are organized typologically with the

Old Testament imagery foreshadowing the events of the New Testament.  Unlike the Miracle 

Windows, in which a miracle theme runs throughout, the individual lancets in the Typological 

Windows represent specific themes.  For example, all of the scenes in window n:XV emphasize 

redemption.  The first register referred to above represents the type o

s throughout this series of stained glass windows and supports Caviness’s argument that 

the scenes are not merely illustrations of stories from the Bible.77    

The cathedral’s reconstruction at the end of the twelfth century produced a vast qu

of art, mostly stained glass, including the clerestory windows, the Typological Windows, an

Miracle Windows.  Other hagiographic imagery produced during this building campaign 

 

ands today includes glass 
d and the sixth Typological windows.  See Michael, The 

tained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, pages 46, 48, and 76-77.  Caviness, The Early Stained Glass, 104-105.  

ned Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, 62. 

no. 

75 While window n:XV is better preserved than the other three Typological windows, some of the glass has been 
restored, replaced, or moved.  According to Michael and Caviness, the window as it st
from two of the original twelve windows: from the secon
S

Even though there has been much restoration, the narrative structure remains intact.   
76 Michael, Stai

 
77 Caviness, “’The Simple Perception of Matter’ and the Representation of Narrative, ca. 1180-1280,” Gesta 30, 
1 (1991): 56. 
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includes the Life of St. Dunstan window, which dates to 1180.78  Only four original panels 

remain, but evidence indicates they were once part of a full Life window located across the aisl

from St. Dunstan’s shrine.

e 

ecessor of Becket, 

Dunsta

 

                                                

79  The original glass followed “traditional” hagiographic narrative 

structure, meaning that the panels were organized chronologically and represented significant 

episodes in the saint’s life.80  A former archbishop at Canterbury and a pred

n was an important local saint remembered for his political entanglements.81  Like the 

Miracle Windows, the images in the St. Dunstan window are associated with texts produced at

Christ Church, specifically the Vita recorded by a monk named Osbern.82  

 
78 Mildred Budny and Timothy Graham, “Dunstan as Hagiographical Subject or Osbern as Author? The Scribal 
Portrait in an Early Copy of Osbern’s Vita Sancti Dunstani,” in Gesta, 32, no. 2 (1993): 89. 
 
79 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 64.  Although only four original panels remain, Caviness believes that 
there was originally a full window dedicated to St. Dunstan and located across the aisle from his shrine.  Saints other 
than Dunstan and Becket were recognized at Canterbury.  There are three extant panels from the Life of St. Alphege 
window, now included in window Nt.:IX on the north choir aisle.  Other hagiographic imagery includes the Life of 
St. Gregory in window s:X, and a fragment from the Life of St. Martin in window n:X.  Also see Budny and 
Graham, “Dunstan as Hagiographical Subject,” 89. Other scholars who believe that there was originally a full 
window dedicated to Dunstan include Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral, 42, and Caviness, The 

Early Stained Glass, 105. 
 
80 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 64, states that the scenes in the window were modeled after an 
illustrated Life.  For hagiographic narrative structure, see Hahn, Portrayed on the Heart, 29-31, and Carole M. 
DeCosse, “The St. Lubin Window of Chartres Cathedral” (Master’s thesis, Tufts University, 1984).  Hahn’s study 
focuses on small scale pictorial hagiography such as medieval manuscripts and reliquaries.  Although these art forms 
are more personal and intimate, I suggest that Hahn’s interpretations of narrative structure can be applied to other 
hagiographic imagery, such as stained glass. Refer to page 39-45 for a discussion on the structures and devices that 
shape saints’ narratives.  Hahn states that most narratives follow some type of structure, usually a typological format 
that represents moments in a saints’ Life “as a metaphor of a corresponding moment in the life of Christ.”  Also see 
page 42-43 for a discussion of episodic narratives in which the episodes or moments are ordered sequentially.  She 
also refers to a “reversal” or contrasting type in which a saint’s virtue is emphasized “by juxtaposing it against a 
moral opposite.”   
 
81 Dunstan was Archbishop of Canterbury 959-988, and Alphege served in the same position 1005-1012.  For more 
background on St. Dunstan, refer to Budny and Graham, “Dunstan as Hagiographical Subject,” 83-96. 
 
82 Ibid., 83.  There is a second Vita for St. Dunstan produced by Eadmer, a monk at Christ Church, but scholars 
believe the images of St. Dunstan come from Osbern’s text. See page 85.  Also refer to Caviness, The Early Stained 

Glass, 141.  Osbern was also responsible for writing the Vita of St. Alphege, another former Archbishop of 
Canterbury who was remembered with a stained glass window.  Images associated with this text are now in window 
Nt: IX.  The extant scenes in the Life of St. Alphege Window are based on the story of the siege of Canterbury by 
the Danes. The first panel depicts the Danes’ attack of Canterbury, represented with city walls and a main gate.  The 
narrative continues with the massacre of the city’s residents and concludes with the arrest of St. Alphege, who 
approached the attackers in an effort to save his people, but was arrested and imprisoned on the Danes’ ship.  The 
attack on the city of Canterbury occurred at the end of Alphege’s life, and for this reason I concur with the group of 
scholars who believe that these three panels were located at the bottom of the original window. According to the 
traditional format of hagiographic narrative, the scenes from Alphege’s Life were probably arranged chronologically 
and, like the Typological Windows at Canterbury, were to be read from top to bottom and left to right.  
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Following the reconstruction of the choir after the fire of 1174, the relics of St. Dunstan 

were housed in a shrine located on the south aisle and adjacent to the high altar (Fig. 2).  The 

 

 

 

 

ity 

an 

ative structure.  All of the 

panels 

extant glass was once incorporated in a single window, the Life of St. Dunstan Window, which

was on the south aisle facing the shrine.  These panels have since been relocated to two windows 

on the north choir aisle.83  Three scenes are included in window Nt:XI, but two of these are 

heavily restored and only panel 9 retains original glass.84  There are three additional scenes in 

window Nt:X and all of these retain original glass. Two of these panels illustrate events from the

end of Dunstan’s life.85  Unlike Becket, Dunstan plays a prominent role in every scene and 

participates in activities that emphasize his sanctity.86  Two panels depict the archbishop causing 

“supernatural occurrences” or miraculous events.  Overall, the scenes involving Dunstan focus

on the saint’s interactions with divine figures and his righteous power over evil. 87  For example,

the panel in window Nt:XI, St. Dunstan Saving King Eadwig from Hell, shows the saint’s abil

to conquer hell in his efforts to save the former English king (Fig. 33).88  Clearly the Dunst

window differs from the Becket windows in terms of content and narr

represent events from the saint’s life, thereby establishing his virtue and justifying his 

canonization, and the extant glass indicates that the panels in this window were organized 

chronologically and illustrated events recorded in Dunstan’s Vita.89   

                                                 
83 Tatton-Brown, “Canterbury and the Architecture of Pilgrimage Shrines,” 91.  For details on the composition, 
iconography and condition of these two windows, refer to Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 67-70. 

 Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church, 67. 

 Ibid., 69-70. 

zed chronologically.  
hus, in terms of narrative structure, the Dunstan window is a foil for the Becket windows.   

d Glass, 144-145, describes these events as “magical” and “supernatural,” and places 
em in the Celtic tradition. 

ness refers to an underlying theme in the imagery: the power of saints over their enemies, 
iritual or political. 

orted by angels into a closed chapel at Glastonbury, and the other illustrates a vision he 
ad on Ascension Day. 

 
84

 
85

 
86 Even though much of the glass is missing, has been relocated, and has been restored, the remaining evidence 
establishes that the Dunstan window represents a different and earlier type of hagiographic narrative.  One can 
assume that the majority of panels represented scenes from his Life, and that these were organi
T
 
87 Caviness, The Early Staine

th
 
88 Ibid., 145-146.  Cavi
sp
 
89 Budny and Graham, “Dunstan as Hagiographical Subject,” page 89.  One panel shows Dunstan dressed in 
monastic robes and transp
h
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According to Cynthia Hahn, the ideal life, be it textual or visual, “makes” the saint (by 

establishing worthiness for canonization) and “is” the saint (by serving as a reconstructio

stand-in for the saint).

n or 

 

unstan window, the Miracle Windows are not a pictorial vita and 

 they respond to a different ideal than that described by Hahn.  As stated earlier, the windows 

dual, a member of the 

faithful

90  During the twelfth century the Church believed that a virtuous life, not

the ability to perform miracles, justified canonization.91  Thus, pictorial hagiographic narratives 

like the St. Dunstan Window focused on lifetime events that revealed a potential saint’s 

righteousness.92  Unlike the D

so

are a visual miracula, a new ideal with a new message in which the indivi

, takes center stage.   

 

Images of Becket: Hagiographic Stained Glass at Sens and Chartres 

The majority of Becket imagery produced outside of Christ Church can be categorized as 

pictorial vitae that memorialize the events of his life, martyrdom, and resulting sanctity.  

Scholars including Richard Gameson and Jennifer Lee note that his was a widespread cult 

disseminated through art, both public and personal.   Images of Becket produced during the late 

twelfth and early thirteenth centuries have been found throughout Western Europe.  The extant 

artwork, predominantly non-narrative figures of the saint or narrative scenes depicting his 

martyrdom, signifies the producing cultures’ perception of this English saint.  With the exception

of two stained glass windows, one at Chartres Cathedral and the other in the cathedral at 

the events of Becket’s life are usually excluded, probably because he was not always consid

a model of piety.  According to Gameson, the Chartres glass dates to the early thirteenth centur

and features scenes from Becket’s life in the Church, including his consecration and the 

93

 

Sens, 

ered 

y 

martyrdom (Fig. 34).94  The scenes are organized chronologically and construct a political 

                                                 

 Ibid., 15.   

 Ibid., 14-15, and 30-31.  Hahn writes that miracles are tricky, for according to medieval thought they could be 

fe and less to do with his death and afterlife.  As a historical figure, Becket would have meant different things to 
tures, and Gameson argues that, due to the dissonance between England and France, the French culture 

90 Hahn, Portrayed on the Heart, 30.   
 
91

 
92

caused “by demons as well as by saints,” and so miracles alone could not justify sanctity.  
 
93 Gameson, “The Early Imagery,” 47, and Lee, “Searching for Signs,” 474. 
 
94 Gameson, “The Early Imagery,” 62-71.  Gameson states that the cycle at Chartres has much more to do with his 
li
different cul
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e 

e 

 Henry and Becket, his presence symbolizing France’s superiority.97  

The epi of 

wo 

t 

 

st 

s 

 

he saint and become the windows’ main focus.  The scenes follow their quest for 

physical restoration, and their figures establish the introduction and conclusion of each miracle 

story.     

                                                                                                                                                            

narrative that emphasizes the evil nature of Becket’s persecutor, King Henry II.  In one scene,

Henry is shown with a demon whispering into his ear.   This image stresses the iniquity of th95

king’s order to rid him of the troublesome archbishop.  The window at Sens also dates to the 

early thirteenth century.  It is less critical of King Henry II and portrays Becket as a pastoral 

 figure, and yet there are political undertones.96  In one scene, Louis VII presides over the scen

of reconciliation between

sodes visualized at Sens follow a chronological order that concludes with an image 

Becket’s martyrdom.98   

One can assume the topics of persecution and martyrdom were part of the original 

iconographic program in Trinity Chapel, for such scenes would have been included in the t

Life windows originally located at the north-west end of the chapel.  Yet, unlike in the glass a

Sens and Chartres, these matters were secondary to the Chapel’s miracle theme.  With ten

windows devoted to Becket’s posthumous miracles, the saint’s persona shifts from martyr to 

healer.  His figure is deemphasized so that Becket, instead, becomes a behind-the-scenes 

presence in a visual dramatization where the main characters are restored individuals on whom 

pilgrims could model themselves.  In order to read these windows, the visual miracula, one mu

follow the figures of the characters who are the recipients of Becket’s healing powers.  Pilgrim

visiting Canterbury could relate to these individuals, for they portrayed all levels of medieval 

society and range from kings and noblemen to monks and commoners including women and

children.  As exemplified in the visual stories described earlier in this chapter, these personae 

displace t

 
considered Becket’s Life an example of the English monarchy’s “disreputable” nature.  Artwork produced in 
Scandinavia and Italy tended to parallel Becket with Christ, whereas the French focused on him as a political figure.      
 
95 Ibid., 71. 
 
96 Ibid., 72.  The panels feature scenes of Becket performing church-related acts such as preaching, interacting with 
clergy, saying mass, confirming the faithful, etc. 
 
97 Ibid. 
 
98 Caviness, The Windows at Christ Church, 313-314, believes that the lost Becket Life windows from Canterbury 
were probably like the Sens cycle.  Gameson, “The Early Imagery,” 72, also posits that the imagery at Sens echoes 
what once existed at Canterbury. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE TWELFTH-CENTURY:  

LITERATURE AND ART 

 

Indeed God alone, who considers not so much what is done as in what mind it may be done, 

truly considers the guilt in our intention and examines the fault in a true trial… 

For he particularly sees there where no man sees,  

because in punishing the sin, he considers not the deed but the mind.
1
 

 

For some time now, medievalists have described the twelfth century as a period of 

renaissance. 2  While the term “renaissance” implies a renewed interest in secular concerns and a 

rebirth of Classical ideals, this particular movement was born out of medieval Christian theology 

and the belief that every man possesses an individual identity, every individual has value, and 

every person has the potential to experience an intimate relationship with God.3  The seeds for 

this new belief in the inner man, termed the “Discovery of the Self,” were planted by 

theologians, scholars, and ecclesiastics including Peter Abelard, quoted above, Bernard of 

Clairvaux, John of Salisbury, and William of Saint Thierry.4  These men looked to the past, 

                                                 
1 Susan R. Kramer, “’We Speak to God with Our Thoughts’: Abelard and the Implications of Private 
Communication with God,” Church History 69, no. 1 (2000): 33.  Kramer translates the quote in her section entitled 
“Confession, Contrition and the Remission of Sin,” and footnotes Peter Abelard, Ethics, edited by David Luscombe 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1971): 41.  
 
2 Caroline Walker Bynum, Jesus as Mother: Studies in the Spirituality of the High Middle Ages (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1982), 82-83.  This notion was first proposed by Wallace K. Ferguson, The 

Renaissance in Historical Thought: Five Centuries of Interpretation (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1948), 329-385.  
Early scholarship includes Charles Homer Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth Century (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1955), and M.D. Chenu, Nature, Man and Society in the Twelfth Century: Essays on New 

Theological Perspectives in the Latin West, translated by Jerome Taylor and Lester K. Little (Chicago: Chicago 
University Press, 1957).  Also see Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth-Century Romance, and Morris, The Discovery 

of the Individual.”  For multi-disciplinary studies on the twelfth century, see Renaissance and Renewal in the 

Twelfth Century, edited by Robert L. Benson and Giles Constable with Carol D. Lanham (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1982). Recent publications include Marvin Trachtenberg, “Suger's Miracles, Branner's Bourges: 
Reflections on ‘Gothic Architecture’ as Medieval Modernism,” Gesta 39, no. 2 (2000): 183-205, and Kramer’s 
article. 
 
3 Morris, The Discovery of the Individual, 3 and 10. 
 
4 Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 82, uses the term “Discovery of the Self.” John of Salisbury was one of Abelard’s 
students, and William of Saint Thierry studied under Bernard of Clairvaux.  Because John of Salisbury’s and 
William’s writings often reflect and expound upon those of their mentors, this thesis will focus primarily on the 
works of Bernard and Abelard.  Although there are other theologians such as Anselm of Canterbury and Aelred of 
Rievaulx who have closer associations with England, Abelard and Bernard of Clairvaux are most cited by scholars 
as examples of the incorporation of individualism in twelfth-century theology. 
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adapted ancient notions regarding humanism and ethics, and applied these ideas to Christian 

spirituality. 5  The concept of an individual defined by an internal self was introduced in 

theological treatises written during the twelfth century and later disseminated into thirteenth-

century culture by means of secular literature and the visual arts.6 

 The birth of the “Discovery of the Self” involved two different but related arenas: 

philosophy and spirituality.7  The new philosophy involved external issues, for it focused on a 

person’s deeds, and scholars such as Abelard were increasingly concerned with determining the 

ethical value of actions.8  Spirituality in the twelfth century, on the other hand, was founded on 

the internal or the inner self and emphasized that each individual could establish an intimate 

relationship with God.9  Studies by Caroline Walker Bynum and Susan R. Kramer provide a 

thorough examination of the medieval “individual,” and although they do not deny the fact that 

religious writings produced during the twelfth century highlighted the importance of the internal, 

they argue that the development of the self corresponded with an increasing interest in one’s 

societal position or role and how the individual fit into a larger group.10   

                                                 
5 Morris, The Discovery of the Individual, 11 – 13, and 16.  Morris states that the works of St. Augustine combine 
Christian and Classical traditions.   
 
6 Studies on Gothic architecture link these structures with many of the ideals associated with the “Discovery of the 
Self,” particularly the rebirth of the Classical period.  Peter Draper recently wrote an article on the columns in the 
ambulatory of Trinity Chapel and associates these architectural forms with Classical ideals.  He argues that the 
Canterbury columns echo Roman designs for Corinthian columns, and that “the columnar piers of the Trinity Chapel 
are wholly characteristic of a cultural milieu in the mid-twelfth century, which played a key role in the early stages 
of Gothic.”  Peter Draper, “Canterbury Cathedral: Classical Columns in the Trinity Chapel?” Architectural History 
44 (2001): 177.  For architectural studies, also refer to Binski, Becket’s Crown. 
 
7 Kramer, “’We Speak to God with Our Thoughts,’” 19. 
 
8 The best sources for Abelard’s texts are Luscombe’s Peter Abelard’s Ethics and Betty Radice, The Letters of  

Abelard and Heloise (Baltimore: Penguin, 1974).  The discovery of the individual or self also impacted secular 
arenas such as jurisprudence and politics.  For issues regarding human rights, see Tierney, Rights, Laws, and 

Infallibility in Medieval Thought. 
 
9 Kramer, “We Speak to God with Our Thoughts,” 19.  Also see Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 87, who writes that “the 
development of the self was toward God.” 
 
10 Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 85.  Kramer, “’We Speak to God with Our Thoughts,’” 20.  Bynum cautions against 
using the term “individual,” stating that it is rife with modern implications of personality and uniqueness.  She 
suggests that the word “self” best describes the medieval understanding of the inner being.  However, scholars such 
as Hanning and Morris do use the terms “individual” and “self” interchangeably, as will this thesis.  Also see Ronald 
F.E. Weissman, “Reconstructing Renaissance Sociology: The ‘Chicago School’ and the Study of Renaissance 
Society,” in Persons in Groups: Social Behavior as Identity Formation in Medieval and Renaissance Europe, edited 
by Richard C. Trexler (Binghampton: Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance Studies, 1985), 40.      
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I suggest that scholarship on the “Discovery of the Self” can and should be applied to a 

reading of the Miracle Windows, for they represent the visual appropriation of this twelfth- and 

thirteenth-century development.  As has been established, these windows (in terms of subject and 

format) are more akin to textual miracula than to saints’ vita.  They were also born in an 

environment that embraced both religiosity and intellectualism, evidenced by the works of men 

closely associated with the cathedral, including Anselm of Canterbury, Gervase, and John of 

Salisbury.11  Anselm’s Meditatio was written in the eleventh century and is an earlier 

examination of the same ideas later explored by Abelard and Bernard.12  The theological 

treatises discussed in this chapter affected literature and the arts.  I suggest they also influen

the pictorial narratives in the Miracle Windows which visually combined the “inner man” with 

the “outer man” and thus presented a model that the pilgrims visiting Canterbury could imitate

ced 

.13 

                                                

  Twelfth-century religious leaders Peter Abelard and Bernard of Clairvaux were among 

the first to attempt to determine the nature of the self and its association with God.  Theological 

opposites, Bernard and Abelard shared many common beliefs regarding individual spirituality, 

and both believed that external actions reflect an inner faith.  Abelard (1079-1142) was a well-

educated, although controversial, scholar best known for his romantic involvement with one of 

his students, Heloise, the niece of Canon Fulbert.14  Their relationship ended tragically and both 

Heloise and Abelard entered religious communities.  Abelard himself recorded the details of this 

love affair and its aftermath in his autobiography, the Historia calamitatum.  He also authored 

 
11 Anselm of Canterbury, who wrote in the eleventh century, was a theologian and philosopher who referred back to 
the writings of St. Augustine.  Historians refer to John of Salisbury as a humanist, based on texts such as 
Policraticus.  Gervase’s records of events at Canterbury indicate a new interest in historiography.  For the 
developing interest in history, see Chenu, “Theology and the New Awareness of History” in Nature, Man and 

Society, 162-201.    
 
12 Anselm of Canterbury, The Complete Philosophical and Theological Treatises of Anselm of Canterbury, 
translated by Jasper Hopkins and Herbert Richardson (Minneapolis: Arthur J. Banning Press, 2000). 
 
13 Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 85, uses the phrases “inner man” and “outer man” and writes that the internal is born out 
of a growing concern for the external. 
 
14 Evelyn Birge Vitz sums up Abelard as a historical figure: “Now Abelard is in many ways an extraordinary figure, 
a source of fascination not only for us but also for many men and women of the medieval period itself; dialectician 
and philosopher; seducer, lover, husband, and castrate: monk, whose fellows hated him; master of a school, whose 
students adulated him; theologian, whose book was burned; and finally abbot, whose monks tried to poison and stab 
him.”  See Medieval Narrative and Modern Narratology, 11-12. 
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several philosophical and theological treatises.15  One such treatise, Ethics, reflects his interests 

in both philosophy and Christian spirituality and his idea that actions are only products of the 

inner being.  In regards to the remission of sin, Abelard writes that it is “with the sign and 

contrition of the heart which we call true repentance . . . [that] we are instantly reconciled to God 

and we gain pardon for the preceding sin.”16  Throughout Ethics, Abelard suggests that internal 

repentance is the key to salvation.  He also acknowledges the significance of penitential actions 

and writes that such acts are beneficial to one’s spiritual ascent.17  In fact, the Church proclaimed 

the necessity for such actions, specifically confession, in canon 21 of the Fourth Lateran Council 

from 1215: “All the faithful of either sex, after they have reached the age of discernment, should 

individually confess all their sins in a faithful manner to their own priest at least once a year, and 

let them take care to do what they can to perform the penance imposed on them.”18  Although the 

Church considered confession a necessary precedent to salvation, Abelard felt that cleanliness of 

heart must come first.  He wrote that remorse should precede penitential acts such as confession 

or pilgrimage and that through the combination of internal and external contrition one would be 

reconciled to God and the Church.19    

Unlike his adversary Abelard, Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153) lived a life unmarred by 

scandal.  A founder of the Cistercian order, Bernard served as abbot of Clairvaux from 1115 until 

his death in 1153.  As one of the most influential theologians of his time, he traveled throughout 

Western Europe and preached on issues such as crusading, pilgrimage, monastic life, and 

personal spirituality.  The latter is the focus of Bernard’s eighty-six sermons on the Song of 

Songs, written between 1135 and 1153.  Like love poems, these sermons pay tribute to an 

intimate and personal relationship, not an amorous liaison but rather a spiritual union with God.  

For example, in Sermon One, Bernard writes:   

                                                 
15 For recent biographical works on Peter Abelard, refer to John Marenbon, The Philosophy of Peter Abelard 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), and C.J. Mews, Abelard and Heloise (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2005).  Also see C.J. Mews and Neville Chiavaroli, The Lost Love Letters of Heloise and Abelard: 

Perceptions of Dialogue in Twelfth-Century France (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1999).  
 
16 Kramer, “We Speak to God with Our Thoughts,” 33.  Quote is included in Kramer’s text, and she footnotes 
Abelard, Ethics, 89. 
 
17 Morris, The Discovery of the Individual, 73.  
 
18 Kramer, “We Speak to God with Our Thoughts,” 21. 
 
19 Ibid., 33. 
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But there is that other song, which, by its unique dignity and sweetness, excels all 
those I have mentioned and any others there might be; hence by every right do I 
acclaim it as the Song of Songs. It stands at a point where all the others culminate. 
Only the touch of the Spirit can inspire a song like this, and only personal 
experience can unfold its meaning. Let those who are versed in the mystery revel 
in it; let all others burn with desire rather to attain to this experience than merely 
to learn about it. For it is a melody that resounds abroad by the very music of the 
heart, not a trilling on the lips but an inward pulsing of delight, a harmony not of 
voices but of wills. It is a tune you will not hear in the streets, these notes do not 
sound where crowds assemble; only the singer hears it and the one to whom he 
sings-the lover and the beloved. It is preeminently a marriage song telling of 
chaste souls in loving embrace, of their wills in sweet accord, of the mutual 
exchange of the heart's affection.20

 

 

In his sermons on the Song of Songs as in other writings, Bernard stressed that man must turn 

inward, and his writings indicate a belief that self-knowledge and self-examination are the means 

by which a soul can achieve spiritual love.21  He preached that all men should embark upon an 

internal journey, a mystical pilgrimage, with the purpose of ascending to God.22 

Over time, the relationship between Abelard and Bernard has been simplified by 

historians who too often focus solely on their animosity.23 Clearly there were theological 

arguments, and yet their texts reveal as many similarities as differences.  Both men considered 

the internal self as a portal to the divine.  Abelard believed that sin and virtue were determined 

by intent.  Early in his career, Bernard would have argued against this specific notion.  Later in 

his life, when he wrote the sermons On the Song of Songs, he also believed that inner faith was 

the only path to a spiritual union with God: “For if marriage according to the flesh constitutes 

two in one body, why should not a spiritual union be even more efficacious in joining two in one 

                                                 
20 Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermon I, VI, II.  On the Song of Songs, translated by Kilian Walsh (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 1981). 
 
21 Other writings include De diligendo Deo.  Colin Morris quotes the passage, “O holy and chaste love, O sweet and 
gentle affection, O pure and undefiled intention of the will . . . To be thus disposed is to be united with God.”  See 
Morris, The Discovery of the Individual, 75.  For the original text, refer to W.W. Williams, ed., De diligendo Deo 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1926).  Also see Dennis E. Tamburello, Bernard of Clairvaux: Essential 

Writings (New York: Crossroad Publishing Co., 2000), 104-105. 
 
22 Morris, The Discovery of the Individual, 74-75.   
 
23 Bernard disapproved of many of Abelard’s ideas and found them to be quite dangerous and so penned a treatise 
against Abelard and began the proceedings that led to Abelard’s condemnation by the Church.  For a biographical 
sketch of the relationship between Bernard and Abelard, their disputes, and eventual reconciliation, see Tamburello, 
Bernard of Clairvaux, 33-35.   
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spirit? And hence anyone who is joined to the Lord is one spirit with him.”24  It is true that 

Bernard and Abelard could not agree whether virtuous actions lead to faith, or inner belief causes 

external response, and yet both recognized that within Christian spirituality there is a conjoining 

of the internal and the external, of piety and performance.   

As two of the most influential theologians in their time, Abelard and Bernard are 

especially relevant to an examination of the Miracle Windows in Canterbury Cathedral for their 

writings reveal the significance of the individual in twelfth-century thought.  Their teachings 

were not confined to France and affected philosophical and spiritual developments throughout 

Western Europe, especially England.  As a historical figure and philosopher, John of Salisbury 

exemplifies the flow of ideas between England and France.  An English theologian who was one 

of Abelard’s students, John of Salisbury eventually became Bishop of Chartres.  Earlier in his 

career, he was closely associated with Canterbury Cathedral, was a friend to Thomas Becket, and 

one of his biographers.25  Although a political treatise, Salisbury’s Policraticus explores some of 

the same issues found in Abelard’s and Bernard’s writings, specifically the relationship between 

body and soul.  In this twelfth-century text, Salisbury writes that “the soul has rulership over the 

whole of the body,” and he made political parallels by identifying the Church as the soul and the 

Crown as the body.26  Like Abelard and Bernard, John of Salisbury attempted to recognize and 

understand the internal versus the external, and his writings helped strengthen the theological 

foundation for the concept of individualism.  According to this newly developed view of the self, 

the “inner man” was communally recognized through external acts such as confession or, on a 

larger scale, pilgrimage, and thus the individual was an entity that conflates the body and the 

inner being.27  Ultimately, these men strove to understand and describe the means by which man 

                                                 
24 The quote is from Tamburello, Bernard of Clairvaux, 111.  Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth Century Romance, 
19, notes that the sermons on the Song of Songs were written later in Bernard’s life and at a time when his ideas had 
developed similarities with those of Abelard.  Also see Morris, The Discovery of the Individual, 75. 
 
25 R.W. Southern, Medieval Humanism and Other Studies (Oxford: B. Blackwell, 1970).  Also see Rodney M. 
Thompson, “England and the Twelfth Century Renaissance,” Past and Present 101 (1983), 5. 
 
26  Translation from Cary J. Nederman and Catherine Campbell, “Priests, Kings and Tyrants: Spiritual and Temporal 
Power in John of Salisbury’s Policraticus,” Speculum 66, no. 3 (1999), 574.  Salisbury’s discussion is especially 
interesting when considered in the context of Becket’s martyrdom. 
 
27 Kramer, “’We Speak to God with Our Thoughts,” 40, states that Abelard thought it was wrong to confine the 
“examined self” within, and it should instead be revealed through external acts such as confession.  Bernard’s texts 
reveal an equal concern with the internal and external.  As noted, his sermons on the Song of Songs stresses an inner 
relationship based on love for God.  However, Bernard proclaimed the significance of external acts in his call for 
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could attain a sacred relationship – a union with God.  The concept of an inner man was first 

conceived by twelfth-century theologians such as Abelard and Bernard, whose ideas were 

eventually absorbed into thirteenth-century culture.  As this chapter will show, the “Discovery of 

the Self” shaped romance literature produced during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.  I 

suggest that it also influenced the narrative structure of the Miracle Windows.  Like the 

theological treatises, these stained glass windows provided instruction on the way one could 

achieve a divine relationship, not with God but with one of his favored saints, Thomas Becket.  

The concept of the individual that began in Christian theology infiltrated chivalric 

literature shortly thereafter.  Studies by medievalists Robert Hanning and Evelyn Birge Vitz 

examine secular texts written during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and it comes as no 

surprise that they find that the narrative themes and structures in these texts rely on a newly 

emphasized individual – the romance hero.28  Earlier examples include Chrétien de Troyes’ 

Yvain and the Lais by Marie de France, both late twelfth-century texts produced in court 

environments.29  The Lais are twelve verse narratives with romantic themes.  The tales revolve 

around textual personages, characters who “themselves tell, sometimes write, read, and in the 

instances of Chaitivel and Chievrefoil, make lays of their own adventures.”30  Chrétien’s Yvain 

tells the tale of an individual knight’s quest and it can be compared to a later, thirteenth-century 

work, Guillaume de Lorris’s Roman de la Rose, for both narratives exemplify “medieval 

selfhood.”31  These stories are told by a narrator “I” who relates his own adventures and 

functions as the force that progresses the flow of the narrative.32  Regarding the structure of these 

                                                                                                                                                             
crusading.  Bynum notes his emphasis on imitatio.  See Bynum, Metamorphosis and Identity (New York: Zone 
Books, 2001), 115.  She also discusses the importance of behavior in Jesus as Mother, 104-105, and that twelfth-
century religion was characterized by modeling, internally and externally.  Other scholars examine the notion that 
the external reveals the internal and that the body signifies the individual.  See Gurevich, The Origins of European 

Individualism, translated by Katharine Judelson (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers Ltd., 1995), 5, and Sarah Spence, 
Texts and the Self in the Twelfth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 145.       
 
28 Vitz, Medieval Narrative, 39, and Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth Century Romance, 6. 
 
29 Marie de France was associated with the court of King Henry II, and Chrétien de Troyes was in the court of 
Countess Marie de Champagne. 
 
30 Brewster E. Fitz, “Desire and Interpretation: Marie de France’s Chievrefoil,” Yale French Studies 58 (1979), 1.   
 
31 Vitz, Medieval Narrative, 64.  The Roman de la Rose was written between 1230 and 1235. 
 
32 For French and English versions of Yvain, and an examination of the narrative, see Auerbach, Mimesis, 123-142.  
For a description of the narrative device in the Roman de la Rose and its reliance on the narrator “I”, see Vitz, 64-65. 
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types of texts, Hanning writes; “The form of chivalric romance made the quest of the single hero 

its organizing principle.  Moving through time and space which he both organizes . . . around his 

personal quest and experiences or perceives in a subjective and limited way. . .”33  The idea that 

inner exploration leads to external behavior was adopted by thirteenth-century authors who 

transformed this spiritual pursuit into the quest of the chivalric hero.   

Desire is at the center of the secular and religious texts discussed in this chapter, and it is 

also at the heart of the narratives depicted in the Miracle Windows.34  A spiritual journey such as 

that described in Bernard’s On the Song of Songs is driven by the wish to find God, whereas 

romantic love is the motivating force in chivalric literature.  These are individual missions, for 

desire comes from within but its fulfillment is achieved through action.  According to Vitz, the 

true meaning of the Roman de la Rose is hidden within the guise of romance literature, for the 

narrator’s pursuit of erotic love actually symbolizes his desire to know his true self.35  The story 

incorporates the external, the pursuit of romantic love, and the internal, the discovery of the self.  

The complexity of the text is revealed in descriptions of the narrator’s attempt to enter within a 

small and enclosed space: 

 When I heard the birds sing 
 I began to torment myself to find 
 by what art or use 
 I could enter the garden. 
 But I could never find  
 an opening by which I could enter . . .  36  
 
The narrator cannot find a gate or passageway, becomes distraught but is then heartened by the 

knowledge that all gardens have some sort of entryway.  He then circumnavigates the wall and 

finds a narrow gateway.  After quite a bit of knocking, the door is then opened by a young 

lady.37  The text describes the division between the outer self and the inner self, the physical and 

                                                 
33 Hanning, The Individual in Twelfth Century Romance, 3 and 6. 
 
34 Vitz, Medieval Narrative, 64. 
 
35 Ibid. 
 
36 Ibid., 65.  Vitz translates the original French from the Félix Lecoy edition of the Roman de la Rose in the 
Classiques Français du Moyen Âge Series (Paris: Champion, 1965). 
 
37 Ibid. 
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the emotional, and thus the Roman de la Rose is an allegory of self-examination and discovery.

The narrator must first know himself before he can fulfill his desire.  Like the pictorial narratives 

in the Miracle Stories, this is the story of an individual, the narrator, who is the subject and focus.  

The Roman de la Rose, Yvain, and the Lais by Marie de France represent the secularization of 

the theme of self-expression, a topic conceived in the theological texts discussed earlier in this 

chapter.

38  

                                                

39  Vitz argues, “. . . Guillaume has attempted, in this work, to apply a religious, a 

Christian, structure of desire – as in infinite yearning – to a finite and human attraction.”40   

As previously discussed, the Miracle Windows depict stories of individuals seeking a 

relationship with St. Thomas Becket.  Therefore, I suggest that the stained glass exemplifies the 

discovery of the individual represented in the form of visual art.  I argue that these windows 

should be considered in a broader context, beyond mere associations with the textual Miracula 

and within the realm of theological texts such as those penned by Peter Abelard, John of 

Salisbury, and Bernard of Clairvaux, and secular literature including the Lais of Marie de France, 

Chrétien de Troyes’s Yvain, and the Roman de la Rose.  These texts stress that an awareness of 

one’s inner being opens the door to an emotional and spiritual relationship.  Likewise, the viewer 

can read the Miracle Windows by following the figure of the recipient of the cure who travels to 

Canterbury on a quest for physical and spiritual restoration.  This character parallels the hero in 

chivalric literature.  The individual in the visual miracle stories is constructed by external means 

such as gesture, attire, accessories, and surroundings.  These externalizations, however, reveal 

the internal world of these personae who accomplish their desire for physical restoration and 

spiritual salvation by revealing their inner faith and love for the saint.      

  Bynum is correct in her assertion that the modern conception of the individual is not the 

same as that of the Middle Ages,41 and it is necessary to consider how these characters were 

received by Trinity Chapel’s audience – the pilgrims who came to Canterbury to personally 

experience St. Thomas Becket.  Interpreting reception is a tricky business, and one must consider 

 
38 Ibid., 71. 
 
39 The theme of self-expression in Marie de France’s Lais is discussed by Jerry Root in “Courtly Love and the 
Representation of Women in the Lais of Marie de France and the Coutumes de Beauvaisis of Philippe de 
Beaumanoir,” Rocky Mountain Review of Language and Literature 57, no. 2 (2003), 18. 
 
40 Ibid., 88. 
 
41 Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 87. 
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the complexities inherent in medieval art.  As cautioned by Michael Camille, medieval sculpture, 

paintings, and stained glass should not be approached in the same manner as modern art, for 

medieval imagery cannot be viewed in isolation but must be considered as part of a larger 

whole.42  The Miracle Windows operate within this higher plane of perception and reception, 

and it is by their inclusion within the overall interior of Trinity Chapel that the windows’ 

narratives can be fully understood.  The stained glass, architecture, and shrine combined to form

a sacred space that visually memorialized the death, martyrdom, and miracles of St. Thomas 

 

Becket

er, 

n 

ternal, for 

                                                

.   

As pilgrims, the people who passed through Trinity Chapel were members of a larg

secular community.43  Thus, Bynum’s definition of the individual is most appropriate to a 

reading of the stained glass, for she argues that the discovery of the self coincided with an 

affiliation with a group.44  As with the other scholars referred to in this chapter, Bynum looks to 

medieval texts including Abelard’s autobiography and the writings of Hugh of St. Victor, Aelred 

of Rievaulx, and Anselm of Canterbury.45  In her understanding of the individual, Bynum argues 

that self-awareness was achieved through imitation of a model that effectively shaped the 

external self (behavior) and the inner being (soul).46  To interpret medieval reception of the 

imagery put forth in the Miracle Windows, one must consider the possibility that the stories’ 

characters served as models for the pilgrims.  Over and over the same theme is repeated, for 

these are individuals on a quest for physical restoration and spiritual salvation.  They are drive

by motivations and desires to which thirteenth-century viewers could relate.  The individuals 

who are the focus of the miracle stories represent a conflation of the internal and the ex

it is their inner faith and love for Becket that causes the external act of a pilgrimage to 

 
42 Michael Camille, “'How New York Stole the Idea of Romanesque Art': Medieval, Modern and Postmodern in 
Meyer Schapiro,” Oxford Art Journal 17, no. 1(1994): 72. 
 
43 For studies on the sociology of pilgrimage see Bonnie Wheeler, “Models of Pilgrimage: From Communitas to 
Confluence,” Journal of Ritual Studies 13, no. 2 (1999): 26-41.  Also refer to Victor Turner, “The Center Out There: 
The Pilgrim’s Goal,” History of Religions 12, no. 3 (1973): 191-230.    
 
44 Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 90. 
 
45 Ibid., 96-97. 
 
46 Bynum, Jesus as Mother, 90.  See Laura Spitzer, “The Passion and Pilgrimage: Models and Images in Twelfth-
Century France” (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1992), 1-3.  Spitzer applies Bynum’s theory on models to 
an interpretation of Passion imagery.  She argues that twelfth-century Passion narratives, specifically sculptural, 
functioned as models that promoted pilgrimage.   
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ilgrims that by having faith and by acting on 

ith, one would receive Becket’s blessing.          

 

Canterbury, either performed as a catalyst for bodily healing or as thanks for an already received 

cure.  Such images indicate the importance of pilgrimage to the shrine as well as the necessity fo

thank-offerings.  They demonstrated to medieval p
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CONCLUSION 

 

The Knyghte went with his compers toward the holy shryne 

To do that they were com fore, and after for to dyne. 

The Pardoner and the Miller and other lewde sotes 

Sought hemselff in the chirch, right as lewd gotes, 

Pyred fast and poured highe oppon the glase, 

Counterfeting gentilmen, the armes for to blase, 

Diskyveryng fast the peyntour, and for the story mourned  

And ared also - right as rammes horned! 

"He bereth a balstaff," quod the toon, "and els a rakes ende." 

"Thow faillest," quod the Miller, "thowe hast nat wel thy mynde. 

It is a spere, yf thowe canst se, with a prik tofore 

To bussh adown his enmy and thurh the sholder bore." 

"Pese!" quod the Hoost of Southwork. "Let stond the wyndow glased. 

Goth up and doth yeur offerynge. Ye semeth half amased. 

Sith ye be in company of honest men and good, 

Worcheth somwhat after, and let the kynd of brode 

Pas for a tyme. I hold it for the best, 

For who doth after company may lyve the bet in rest."  

Then passed they forth boystly, goglyng with hir hedes, 

Kneled adown tofore the shryne, and hertlich hir bedes 

They preyd to Seynt Thomas, in such wise as they couth. 

And sith the holy relikes ech man with his mowth 

Kissed, as a goodly monke the names told and taught.
1
 

 

 As this thesis opened with a quote from Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales, it seems most 

appropriate to conclude the discussion with a passage from the Interlude, a fifteenth-century 

addition to Chaucer’s text that includes the only textual reference, albeit satiric, to pilgrims’ 

reception of the stained glass in Canterbury Cathedral.  The narrative picks up where The 

Canterbury Tales left off and follows Chaucer’s characters as they arrive in Canterbury, visit the 

shrine of St. Thomas Becket, spend the night in a local inn, and begin their journey home.2  In 

the passage quoted above, it is unclear whether the pilgrims are viewing and reacting to the 

stained glass in the western portion of the cathedral or the Miracle Windows. It is apparent, 

                                                 
1 John M. Bowers, ed., The Canterbury Tales: Fifteenth-Century Continuations and Additions (Kalamazoo: 
Published for TEAMS in association with the University of Rochester by Medieval Institute Publications at Western 
Michigan University, 1992).  The one extant manuscript belonged to the Duke of Northumberland and dates to the 
first half of the fifteenth century. 
 
2 Bowers, “Introduction,” in The Canterbury Tales.   
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however, that Trinity Chapel is the pinnacle of their journey, for it is within this space that they 

can see, touch, and experience St. Thomas Becket.  The religious setting transforms, if only 

briefly, these unsavory folk, who kneel and pray to the saint, revealing their devotion as best they 

can.  These textual personae well represent the type of people who traveled to Canterbury 

seeking assistance.  As previously noted, the space and adornment of Trinity Chapel were 

specifically designed for this community of pilgrims, a diverse audience comprised of men and 

women, young and old, rich and poor.  These people, like those described in The Canterbury 

Interlude, were faithful to Thomas Becket, and they represented one half of the dual culture that 

existed at Canterbury Cathedral during the Middle Ages. 

 The cathedral precincts were also home to a Benedictine monastery inhabited by the   

monks of Christ Church.  It was within this second culture that the miracles of St. Thomas 

Becket were first memorialized by two brothers, Benedict of Peterborough and William of 

Canterbury, who authored the textual miracle collections.  These texts, although eventually 

collated to form the Miracula, were considered and used separately with William’s as the official 

version and Benedict’s (with its emphasis on inner faith in Becket) as the version used in 

situations that addressed larger and geographically dispersed audiences.   As discussed in 

Chapter One, Benedict’s seems to have been the preferred source for the stories depicted in the 

Miracle Windows.  There is no evidence of a definitive shift from textual to visual, for the 

written miracle accounts continued to be used by the monastic community at Christ Church as 

well as by other religious communities.3  The textual was not replaced by the visual.  Rather, 

there were two traditions that coexisted at Canterbury and memorialized the miracles performed 

by Becket: the Miracula that was created by and for a select audience of literary elite and the 

visual miracle stories depicted in Trinity Chapel for a lay audience of pilgrims.  It is important to 

note the probability that the monks were responsible for both the textual tradition and the visual 

tradition, showing an equal response to internal forces (the needs of the monastic community) 

and external forces such as those described by Marcus Bull in his suppositions on the 

motivations for the production of miracle collections.4   

                                                 
3 Koopmans, “Dispute, Control, and Individual Voice,” 148. 
 
4 Bull, The Miracles of Our Lady of Rocamadour, 63.  
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Comparing the Miracle Windows to hagiographic art is difficult if not impossible.  In 

terms of subject matter and narrative structure, the stained glass has closer associations with 

miracle texts, and yet the windows cannot be compared to just one source.  Rather, they 

represent an adaptation of the new trends that shaped religious and secular writings from the 

twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.  The subject matter of the windows, the miracles of St. 

Thomas Becket, can be associated with the Miracula and especially the collection recorded by 

Benedict of Peterborough.  There are thematic associations with the philosophical and 

theological writings of Peter Abelard, John of Salisbury, and Bernard of Clairvaux.  Finally, the 

windows’ narrative structure relies on the individual, and thereby resembles the device that 

organizes such chivalric literature as Marie de France’s Lais, Chrétien de Troyes’s Yvain, and  

Guillaume de Lorris’s Roman de la Rose.    

As shown, two cultures coexisted within the walls of Canterbury Cathedral and each had 

its own manifestation of Becket.  Textual remembrances such as the Miracula were intended for 

the monks of Christ Church and other educated audiences, and these examples promoted Becket 

as a saint and a martyr. In contrast, the images in the ambulatory stained glass of Trinity Chapel 

responded to the desires of its designated audience of pilgrims by primarily promoting the image 

of Becket as a healer.  The architectural space was originally oriented around the physical 

remains of the saint, for Becket’s relics were housed in a shrine placed at the center of the 

chapel.5  Thus, the chapel functioned as a massive reliquary within which the physical and 

spiritual combined to inspire the perfect spiritual union between human and divine. For the 

medieval pilgrim passing through the ambulatory, the repeated images of miraculous cures 

portrayed Becket as a saint who served the people and not the institutional Church.  With their 

focus on the figure of the individual saved by Becket, the Miracle Windows visualized the ideals 

associated with the “Discovery of the Self,” for every stained glass panel presents a visual drama 

that focuses on the figure of the main character, a person whose inner faith in Becket resulted in 

his or her physical restoration.  It is important to remember, however, that these pictorial 

narratives did not conclude with scenes of the miracles.  The majority end with images of the 
                                                 
5 The shrine was destroyed in 1538 during the Restoration.  Erasmus described the shrine shortly before its 
desecration.  “And then there was seen a Chest or Coffin of Gold, and inestimably Riches: Gold was the meanest 
thing that was there.  It shone all over and sparkled and glittered with Jewels, which were very rare and precious and 
of an extraordinary size; some of them were bigger than a Goose’s Egg.  The Prior took a white Wand and touched 
every Jewel, telling, what it was, the French name, the Value, and the Donor of it.  For the chief of them were the 
gifts of Monarchs.”  This account is included in William Somner, The Antiquities of Canterbury,  2nd edition, edited 
by Nicolas Battely (Wakefield, England: EP Publishers, 1977), 125. 
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tomb and depictions of the recipients either humbly kneeling or presenting thanks-offerings.  In 

fact, in the case of the Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf, the viewer is shown what 

befalls those who do not fulfill their obligation to Becket, and the saint transforms from healer 

into avenger. In either manifestation, the narrative follows the quest of the injured or ill 

individual.  This was both a spiritual and physical journey.  The visual miracle stories are 

conveyed through the actions of the individuals, the new “heroes” who replaced Becket as main 

focus in the Miracle Windows and, most significantly, characterized an “ideal pilgrim,” a model 

for all others. 

  In order to be successful in portraying their multi-layered message of the importance of 

faith in St. Thomas Becket, the necessity of pilgrimage to Canterbury, and his desire for thanks 

in the form of ex votos and other offerings, the stories in the Miracle Windows needed to be 

accessible, physically and intellectually.6  As noted earlier in this thesis, the windows’ low 

placement in the ambulatory of Trinity Chapel allowed for easy viewing of the scenes 

represented in the glass panels.  In terms of intellectual understanding, the pictorial narratives 

also successfully conveyed the desired message.  Although the pilgrims who traveled to 

Canterbury were clearly familiar with Becket’s ability to perform miracles (for these tales 

probably motivated their journey), they were not exposed to the specific stories recorded in the 

textual Miracula.  For this reason, and because this was also an international community, as 

indicated by the widespread geographic distribution of images of Becket, the visual miracle 

stories needed to be legible to those who could not read the Latin inscriptions, or who spoke a 

foreign language, and were unfamiliar with the textual miracle collections. 7   

As this thesis has shown, the characters who receive Becket’s blessing guide the viewer 

through the pictorial narrative.  It is through these characters that the Miracle Windows are 

capable of functioning as a “visual text,” an additional miracle collection that could be 

interpreted independently from the texual Miracula.   

 

  

 
6 Sarah Blick, “Comparing Pilgrim Souvenirs,” 6, describes what the Miracle Windows emphasize, specifically 
faith, pilgrimage, and the desirability of offerings.   She also writes that they stress the need to avoid medical 
treatments. 
 
7 Idid. Blick refers to the international popularity of St. Thomas Becket.  Also see Gameson, “The Early Imagery of 
Thomas Becket.” 



Figure 1.  Exterior, Canterbury Cathedral.  Source: FSU Department of Art History   
Digital Database. 
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Figure 2.  Groundplan of Canterbury Cathedral.  Source: Madeline Caviness, The Windows of 

Christ Church. 
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Figure 3. Ambulatory Stained Glass, Trinity Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral.  Source: Paul 
Binski, Becket’s Crown: Art and Imagination in Gothic England, 1170-1300.   
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Figure 4. Interior of Crypt below Trinity Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral.  Source: Paul 
Binski, Becket’s Crown: Art and Imagination in Gothic England, 1170-1300. 
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Figure 6.  The Rescue of William of Gloucester, Panel 29, Miracle Window s:VII.  
Source: Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 7.  The Rescue of William of Gloucester, Panel 30, Miracle Window s:VII.   
Source: Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church.  
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Figure 8.  The Rescue of William of Gloucester, Panel 25, Miracle Window s:VII.  
Source: 
Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church. 
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Figure 9.  The Rescue of William of Gloucester, Panel 19, Miracle Window s:VII.  Source: 
Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church.  
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Figure 10.  The Rescue of William of Gloucester, Panel 14, Miracle Window s:VII.  
Source: Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church. 
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Figure 11.  Miracle Window n:III.  Sources: M.A. Michael, The Stained Glass of 

Canterbury Cathedral, and Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church.  
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Figure 12.  Cure of Eilward of Westoning, Panel 18, Miracle Window n:III.  Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral.  
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Figure 13.  Cure of Eilward of Westoning, Panel 19, Miracle Window n:III.  Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral.   
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Figure 14.  Cure of Eilward of Westoning, Panel 11, Miracle Window n:III.  Source: 
Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church.  
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Figure 15.  Cure of Eilward of Westoning, Panel 16, Miarcle Window n:III 
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Figure 16.  Cure of Eilward of Westoning , Panel 14, Miracle Window n:III.  Source: 
Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church. 
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Figure 17.  Miracle Window n:II.  Sources: M.A. Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury 

Cathedral, and Madeline Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church.   
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Figure 18.  Cure of Juliana of Rochester, Panel 69, Miracle Window n:II. Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral.   
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Figure 19.  Cure of Juliana of Rochester, Panel 70, Miracle Window n:II.  Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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Figure 20.   Cure of Juliana of Rochester, Panel 71, Miracle Window n:II.  Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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Figure 21.  Cure of Richard of Sunieve, Panel 65, Miracle Window n:II.  Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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Figure 22.  Cure of Richard of Sunieve, Panel 67, Miracle Window n:II.  Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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Figure 23. Cure of Richard of Sunieve, Panel 57, Miracle Window n:II.  Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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Figure 24.  Cure of Richard of Sunieve, Panel 59, Miracle Window n:II.  Source: M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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Figure 25.  Cure of Gilbert le Brun, Panel 14, Miracle Window s:VI.  Source: Madeline 
Caviness, The Windows of Christ Church. 
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Figure 26.  Gilbert le Brun , Panel 16, Miracle Window s:VI.  Source: Madeline Caviness, 
The Windows of Christ Church. 
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Figure 27.  Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf, Panels 9, 10, 11, Miracle Window n:II.  
Source. M.A. Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral.  
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Figure 28.  Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf, Panels 19, 20, 21, Miracle Window 
n:II. 
Source. M.A. Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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Figure 29.  Plague in the House of Jordan Fitz-Eisulf, Panels 14, 15, 16 Miracle Window 
n:II. 
Source. M.A. Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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Figure 30.  Genealogical Window, Choir Clerestory: Shem, son of Noah.  Source: 
Halliday, Sonia and Laura Lushington: Stained Glass. 
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Figure 31.  Typological Window n:XV.  Source. M.A. Michael, The Stained Glass of 

Canterbury Cathedral.   
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Figure 32.  Isaiah, Panel 39, First Register in Typological Window n:XV.  Source. M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral.   
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Figure 33.  St. Dunstan Saving King Eadwig from Hell, Window Nt:XI.  Source. M.A. 
Michael, The Stained Glass of Canterbury Cathedral. 
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      Fig. 34.  Life of St. Thomas Becket Window, Chartres Cathedral.  Source: 
<http://vrcoll.fa.pitt.edu/medart/image/france/chartres/chartres-cathedral/chartres-
main.html#StainedGlass> 
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APPENDIX A 

ORIGINAL GLAZING PROGRAM IN TRINITY CHAPEL 
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APPENDIX B 

THE BECKET MIRACLE WINDOWS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
RESTORATION CHART 
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APPENDIX C 

THE TEXTUAL SOURCES FOR THE VISUAL MIRACLE STORIES 

 
 
LOCATION    INDIVIDUAL         ILLNESS       PRIMARY SOURCE      SECONDARY SOURCE 

Window n:V    Baldric            Riding Accident       William    Rackham     
“     Stephen of Hoyland  Nightmares  Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Unidentified pilgrims 
“     William Patrick  Toothache  Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     William, Priest  Paralysis  Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     unidentified 
 
 
Window n:IV    Unidentified pilgrims         Rackham 
“     Edmund of Canterbury? Grave illness  Benedict    Caviness 
     or Robert of Lilford? Grave illness  William    Caviness 
“     Petronella   Epilepsy   William    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Modern 
“     King Louis of France Dream   Benedict    Rackham 
“     Prior of St. Frideswides Crippled   Benedict    Caviness 
“     Juliana Pointel  Stomach Pains  Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Henry of Fordwich Madness   Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Ethelreda of Canterbury Quartan Fever  Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
 
 
Window n:III    Benedict or William Dream       Rackham and Caviness 
“     Roger of Valognes? Crippled   William    Rackham and Caviness 
     or Roger of Tongue? Crippled   Benedict    Caviness 
“     Godwin of Boxgrove Leprosy   William    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Oda and Matilda of Artois Dropsy   William    Caviness 
“     Modern 
“     Daughter, Godbold of Lame   Benedict    Rackham and Caviness  
     Boxley    
“     Eilward of Westoning Unjust punishment William and Benedict  Rackham 
“     Hugh of Jervaulx  Dying monk  Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Modern 
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Window n:II    Juliana of Rochester Blind   Benedict    Rackham and Caviness  
“     Richard Sunieve  Leprosy   Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Modern 
“     Robert of Rochester Drowning  Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Modern 
“     Matilda of Cologne Madness   Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Modern 
“     Jordan Fitz-Eisulf  Plague   Benedict and William  Rackham and Caviness 
 
 
Window s:II    Unknown         Rackham 
“     William of Kellett Leg Injury  William    Rackham and Caviness 
“     Adam the Forester Arrow through neck William    Rackham and Caviness  
 
   
Window s:VI    John of Roxburgh Drowned  Benedict and William  Rackham and Caviness 
“     Unidentified 
“     Warin   Dead child  William    Caviness 
“     Unidentified 
“     Gilbert, son of William Dead   Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
     le Brun 
“     Unidentified, possibly        Caviness  
     funeral of Warin  
 
  
Window s:VII    Geoffrey of Winchester Child died of fever Benedict    Rackham and Caviness 
“     James, son of Earl of Child died of hernia William and Benedict  Caviness 
     Clare    
“     Eilwin of Berkhamstead Crippled   Benedict    Caviness 
“     Modern 
“     Elias, monk  Leprosy   Benedict and William  Caviness 
“     William of Gloucester Buried alive  William and Benedict  Caviness 
“     Unidentified 
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